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chapter 1

ATypological Overview of Relative Clause

Structure in Mesoamerican Languages

Enrique L. Palancar, Roberto Zavala Maldonado and Claudine

Chamoreau

1.1 Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to introduce anumber of relevant aspects concerning

relative clause (rc) structures inMesoamerican languages. The aspects thatwe

discuss here are aimed at providing a better understanding of what constitutes

the Mesoamerican linguistic area as introduced in Campbell et al. (1986). We

present an overview of the wide range of possible rc structures that we have

observed through the study of rc structures in a broad sample of Mesoamer-

ican language families. We concentrate on aspects of clausal syntax as well

as phenomena at the morphology-syntax interface. We do not give examples

from all families here, only from a selected set of languages that we believe

serve as illustrations of the relevant constructions. This perspective establishes

what is structurally expected in the rcs of aMesoamerican language, and thus

provides a reference point to understand the typological relevance of other

possible phenomena that stray from the structures thatwe discuss in this chap-

ter.

The typical rc in a language of Mesoamerica is a morphosyntactic finite

rc—this fact holds to the extent that no language in the area has non-finite

rcs. We discuss this trait in §1.2. The typical rc has a gap. Asyndetic rcs (i.e.,

those not introduced by a conjunction) are also very common in the area,

although they are by no means exclusive to the area or present in all lan-

guages. Similarly, having a locative pronoun as the only manifestation of the

relative pronoun strategy is typically Mesoamerican; we discuss this in §1.4.2.

Aside from the commonality of certain patterns, there are at least three struc-

tural traits that appear to be uniquely Mesoamerican: (i) rcs introduced by

determiners which agree in deixis with the determiner of the dp in which

the domain nominal of the rc is embedded (we discuss this trait in depth in

§1.4.1.1); (ii) so-called ‘pied-piping with inversion’ introduced by Smith-Stark

(1988) for interrogatives that has percolated into rc structure (discussed in

§1.5.1); and (iii) headless rcs with a gap (covered in §1.6.3).
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2 palancar, zavala maldonado and chamoreau

This chapter is divided in five sections. In §2, we discuss the finiteness of

rcs in Mesoamerican languages. In §1.3 we tackle a number of phenomena

relevant to the word-order position of the rc in headed rc constructions. In

§1.4, we deal with the different ways in which the domain nominal in headed

rc constructions is realized in the rc. In §1.5, we revisit the correlations that

exist between relativization strategy and the relativization hierarchy. Sections

1.2–1.5 deal with rcs headed by a full nominal. In §1.6, we introduce some rele-

vant constructions that involve other types of heads, fromnull-nominal to fully

headless rcs. The chapter concludes in §1.7.

1.2 Finiteness and Nominalization

In all Mesoamerican languages, rcs are finite both morphologically and syn-

tactically. A typical example of this is the headed rc in Texistepec Popoluca

(Gulf Zoquean; Mixe-Zoquean) in (1). Here the rc (in brackets) is postnom-

inal, it is headed by the noun pelota ‘ball’ (in italics) and it is introduced by

a relativizer that occurs as a second position clitic. The predicate in the rc is

finite because the verb is inflected for person of core arguments and for tam.1

Texistepec Popoluca (Mixe-Zoquean)

(1) … byatɨŋ kyet pelota ma’pɨ’ wiipke’m

y-batɨŋ

a3-hear

y-ket

s3d-fall

pelota

ball

[ma’=pɨ’

[pfv=rel

y-wêêp-kê’m]

a3-throw-go.up]

‘…He heard the falling of the ball that he had thrown.’ {Txt} (Díez Alejan-

dre 2019: 29; apudWichmann 1996: 159)

Broadly speaking, the correlation between finiteness and rc structure can be

taken to be a Mesoamerican trait. Beyond the borders of Mesoamerica to the

North, languages treat rcs as nominalizations in many respects. A typical case

is Yaqui, a Uto-Aztecan language of northernMexico, as illustrated in (2). Here

the nominalization of a rc can be observed at both an internal and external

level, and at both amorphological and syntactic level. Internally, as is common

in languages with rc nominalizations, there is distinct nominalizing morphol-

ogy associated with the predicate of the rc to indicate subject vs. object rel-

ativization: in (2a) –m marks subject relativization, whereas -’u in (2b) marks

1 Whenever the sources make possible, we use examples that come from texts. Textual exam-

ples are indicatedby {Txt}.When twoormore examples from the same source are givenunder

the same example number, we only indicate the source in the last example.
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a typological overview of relative clause structure 3

object relativization. Furthermore, as shown in (2b), the notional subject in the

rc is encoded with a genitive phrase or a possessive instead of a nominative.

Externally, the rc agrees in case (2a) or in number (2b) with the head noun.

Yaqui (Uto-Aztecan)

(2) a. Joan

John

uka

det.acc

chu’u-ta

dog-acc

[Maria-ta

Mary-acc

ke’e-ka-m]-ta

bite-pfv-s.rel-acc

me’a-k

kill-pfv

‘John killed the dog that bit Mary.’ (Álvarez González 2012: 72)

b. u-me

det-pl

bisikleeta-m

bicycle-pl

[in

gen1sg

jinu-ka-’u]-m

buy-pfv-o.rel-pl

sikili

red

‘The bicycles that I bought are red.’ (Álvarez González 2012: 73)

Further evidence that finite rcs constitute a Mesoamerican trait comes from

the fact that, while nominalization is common among the Northern Uto-

Aztecan languages, the Uto-Aztecan languages found in the Mesoamerican

area exhibit finite rcs. For instance, this can be seen in Cora, as shown in (3).

Here a rc is not introduced by any linker, but a special set of pronouns that

agree in person/number with the subject of the subordinate clause (i.e., the

equivalent pronoun for 3sg subject in amatrix clause would have been pu; but

see §1.4.1.2 for more on the nature on these pronouns).

Cora (Uto-Aztecan)

(3) í

det

t,á:taɁat

man

[ti

s3sg[sub]

ru-íh

poss3sg-wife

wa-té-kúɁustiɁa-si]

cp-pfv-hit-pfv

‘The man who hit his wife.’ (Vázquez Soto 2002: 299)

Towards the south of the Mesoamerican area, languages start having traits of

nominalization again in rc structure. Pesh, a Chibchan language, has rcs with

finite predicates and syntax, but the clauses themselves are treated externally

as syntactic nominals, because they can receive nominal case. This is shown

in (4) where the comitative/instrumental case enclitic =yo occurs at the right

edge of the rc to mark the role of a relativized instrument. Note that in (4) the

domain nominal is the object of the matrix predicate.

Pesh (Chibchan)

(4) kúkàrskà yèɁhá tàkìíyó úhàrí

kukarska

hoe

[yeɁ-ha

small-nmlz

ta-ka-Ø-i]=yo

o1-hit-s3sg-pst=instr

Ø-uh-a-ri

o3sg-hide-s1sg-pst

‘I hid the hoe with which the small boy hit me.’ (Chamoreau this volume)
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Further south from the Mesoamerican area, in Central America, the typi-

cal syntax of relativization starts looking much like the nominalizations in the

languages of northern Mexico. This again confirms that the finiteness of rcs

in the Mesoamerican geographical area is a typical areal characteristic. In the

following sections, from §1.3 to §1.5, we study various aspects of the syntax of

headed rcs. We turn to headless rcs in §1.6.

1.3 Word Order

To illustrate word order as it relates to rc structure, we can start by first consid-

ering the rc construction in (5) from Kaqchikel (K’ichean; Mayan).

Kaqchikel (Mayan)

(5) kan

interj

n-Ø-a-k’oxa-j

icp-o3sg-a2sg-listen-tr

ri’

dem

ri

def

wnäq

person

[y-e-sewö]

icp-s3pl-breathe

‘You canhear very clearly those peoplewho are breathing.’ {Txt} (Guarcax

González 2016: 101)

Example (5) is an instance of a headed rc construction and shows typical traits

of the typeof construction thatwe find inother languages in theMesoamerican

area. Let us first concentrate on the relative order of the rc with respect to the

domain nominal. The domain nominal in (5) is wnäq ‘people’, which appears

in the np that functions as the object of the main clause. The rc yesewö ‘who

are breathing’ follows the head noun, so here we have a postnominal rc.

Kaqchikel, as is typical of Mayan languages, is a verb-initial language. For

this language, having postnominal rcs is consistent with the implicative word

order correlation of a V-initial language (Dryer 2007).2 All Mesoamerican lan-

guages, except Mixe-Zoquean, are V-initial and in most of them we also find

postnominal rcs. Zoquean languages display structures that reveal traces of

having historically had a V-final word order. Some of them, like Santa María

Chimalapa Zoque (Oaxaca Zoquean; Mixe-Zoquean), still have a predominant

V-final order. In all such languages, we also find examples of prenominal rcs.

The examples in (6) fromSanMiguel ChimalapaZoque showaprenominal and

a postnominal rc in two matrix clauses with V-final order, respectively. Here

2 Also characterized asUniversal 107 fromTheUniversals Archive at theUniversity of Konstanz

(based on Greenberg 1963): “Nominal modifiers (such as relative, adjectival, and attributive

expressions) follow nouns in vo languages and precede nouns in ov languages” (http://typo

.uni‑konstanz.de/archive).
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a typological overview of relative clause structure 5

the rcs are introduced by a relativizer (i.e., a subordinator that only introduces

a rc), but interestingly there are two distinct relativizers, one for each type of

rc (see Jiménez this volume for further differences in prosody).

San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(6) a. tsijpaʼk pɨn ʼɨy nukokmangxukkɨ

[Ø=tsij-pa=pɨʼk]

s3.i=stone-icp.i=rel

pɨn

man

ʼɨy=nuk-ʼok.mang-xuk-wɨ

a3.i=grab-start-3pl-cp.i

‘They started attacking theman that throws stones.’ {Txt} (Jiménez this

volume)

b. bi mɨ’a ’ɨn niwaktammɨ’ ’ɨn pɨnɨk tɨkjonang

bi

det

mɨ’a

deer

[pause] [’ɨn=niwak-tam-wɨ=pɨ’]

a1.i=steal-pl.sap-cp.i=rel

’ɨn=pɨk-nɨk-wɨ

a1.i=grab-go-cp.i

tɨk=jo=nang

house=loc=perloc

‘The deer we stole (from the tiger) we brought it home.’ {Txt} (Jiménez

this volume)

Gulf Zoquean languages are V-initial, but they have retained prenominal rcs

only in specific circumstances, as illustrated in (7) from Texistepec Popoluca.

Here the rcs are also introduced by the enclitic =pɨ’/=puʼ, a cognate of San

Miguel Chimalapa’s =pɨ’ in (6b). In these languages, prenominal rcs are only

usedwith intransitive predicates, where they aremainly usedwith stative pred-

icates for the expressionof property concepts, like in (7a).Wealso findprenom-

inal rcs with the stative verb -’ech ‘be located’, like in (7b), and to construct

agent nouns, like in (7c). Such prenominal rcs in Texistepec Popoluca can be

contrasted with the postnominal rc in (1) above, which is the default type.

Texistepec Popoluca (Mixe-Zoquean)

(7) a. ’entonse

then

ma’

pfv

Ø-nɨm

s3.i-say

[Ø-tɨw-kɨ’da’a=pɨ’]

s3.i-big-adj=rel

kaaŋ-da’a

tiger-aug

‘Then the largest tiger said […].’ {Txt} (Díez Alejandre 2019: 29; apud

Wichmann 1993)

b. [Ø-’ech=pu’

s3.i-be=rel

njem]

there

suutu’

young.man

‘The youngmanwho is over there.’ {Txt} (Díez Alejandre 2019: 31; apud

Wichmann 1993)
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c. [’u=pu’

ipfv=rel

y-’a’ŋyɨ’-jo’y]

s3.d-teach-and

yoomɨ’

woman

‘teacher’ (Lit. ‘the woman who teaches’) {Txt} (Díez Alejandre 2019: 31;

apudWichmann 1993)

Prenominal rcs bring us to the phenomenon of the borrowing of rc syn-

tax. The relativizers of the Mayan languages of the Cholan branch have been

borrowed from some ancient Zoquean language. Chol has the relativizer =bɨ,

which is a cognate of Texistepecan =pɨ’ or San Miguel Chimalapa’s =pɨ’. An

example is given in (8) from Tila Chol, which additionally shows that in Chol,

like in Kaqchikel in (5) above, the canonical rc is postnominal.

Chol (Mayan)

(8) tyi

pfv

k-mɨñ-ɨ-Ø

a1-buy-tv-po3

ixim

corn

[chonkol=bɨ

prg=rel

i-choñ-Ø

a3-sell-po3

li

det

x-ixik]

clf-woman

‘I bought the corn that the woman is selling.’ (Vázquez Álvarez 2011: 174)

The borrowing of a relativizer reveals intense language contact between some

form of proto-Cholan and some branch of proto-Zoquean. But the impact of

language contact on rc structure goes beyond the word and involves rc syn-

tax too, because Chontal and Chol (both belonging to the Cholan branch) are

the only two Mayan languages that can also have prenominal rcs. In Tabasco

Chontal, like in theGulf branchof Zoquean, theuse of suchprenominal clauses

is mainly restricted to the expression of property concepts by means of intran-

sitive stative predicates. Prenominal rcs are also highly integrated into the

phrasal syntax of the domain nominal. This can be seen in the Chol example in

(9), where the determiner of the dp occurs to the left of the rc that precedes

the domain nominal.3

Chol (Mayan)

(9) che’

so

bajche

like

ixɨ

dem

[p’el-el-Ø=ix=bɨ]

saw-ts-s3=already=rel

tye’=i

wood=cl

‘They are like those pieces of wood that are already sawn.’ (Martínez Cruz

2007: 35)

3 Prenominal rcs are apparently also allowed with other intransitive predicates, but none

of the sources (Martínez Cruz 2007; Vázquez Álvarez 2011; Vázquez Álvarez & Coon 2021)

give actual examples from texts, so their degree of naturalness is uncertain. As for transitive

clauses, authors do not agree; for Martínez Cruz (2007) they are possible, but for Vázquez

Álvarez & Coon (2021) they are not.
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Apart from the relativizer and prenominal rcs, Chol shows yet another

trait in common with Gulf and Chiapas Zoquean languages: the fact that the

relativizer is a second-position clitic. Cholan languages borrowed their rc

syntax from Chiapas Zoquean. The structural commonalities involving rcs

between different language families—as attested in Cholan, and Gulf and Chi-

apas Zoquean—provides evidence for two important facts which explain the

commonalities we find among the rc constructions in different languages of

Mesoamerica: (i) the syntax of rcs can indeed be borrowed; and (ii) rc syntax

was indeed borrowed in historical times by the different linguistic communi-

ties sharing Mesoamerican culture in the Mesoamerica geographic area.

Further evidence that (i) and (ii) have happened in more recent times is

borne out by the fact that some languages of the area have borrowed relative

pronouns from Spanish, like in San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque, whose locative

relative pronoun donde is from Spanish donde ‘where’, as shown in (10a), which

is sometimes used in combination with native ju, as shown in (10b).

San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(10) a. ’axta gaja donde tɨjawɨ bi ’eskwela

’axta

up_to

ka=ja

dist=loc

[donde

where

Ø=tɨj-’a-wɨ

s3.i=exist-inch-cp.i

bi

det

’eskwela]

school

‘Right up to there where the school is.’ {Txt} (Jiménez 2014: 307, 308)

b. ’ɨy nikwakxuk(kɨ) gaj(a) donju tejidam(mɨ)

’ɨy=nik-wak-xuk-Wɨ

a3=body-break-3pl-cp.i

ka=ja

dist=loc

[don=ju

where=where

Ø=teji-tam-Wɨ]

s1.i=exist-pl.sap-cp.i

‘They asaultedhimover therewherewewere.’ {Txt} (Jiménez 2014: 307,

308)

Similarly, Sierra Popoluca, a Gulf Zoquean language, has borrowed the subor-

dinator ʔiga in (11a) from a Gulf variety of Nahuatl, but has extended its use to

cover rcs, like in (11b). In Gulf varieties of Nahuatl, iga introduces complement

clauses, as shown in (12) from Pajapan Nahuat. However, to introduce a rc the

language uses another subordinator (see the discussion around examples (71–

72) below in Section 1.5.2, and Section 1.4.1.1 for the categorical distinction we

make between subordinator, complementizer and relativizer).
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Sierra Popoluca (Mixe-Zoquean)

(11) a. ʔiʔíxtyim ʔigaʔɨch dya ʔanhjoʔykáʔ

ʔi-ʔíx-W-tyi-ʔam

a3-see-cp-just-already

ʔiga=ʔɨch

sub=1pro

dya

neg

ʔan-joʔy_kaʔ-W

a1pl.excl-be.angry-cp

‘He saw that I wasn’t angry.’ {Txt} (Boudreault 2009: 596)

b. miny jeʔm tzuʔsɑɑwɑ ʔigɑʔipɑʔkpɑ mok

Ø=min-wɨ

s3=come-cp

jeʔm

def

tzuʔu-saawa

night-wind

[ʔiga=ʔi=paʔk-pa

sub=a3=hit-icp

mok]

maize

‘Thenightwind that damages themaize crops came.’ {Txt} (López 2021:

485)

Pajapan Nahuat (Uto-Aztecan)

(12) a. Ø-neh-ihli:-keh

s3-po1-tell.pfv-pl

iga

comp

ti-k-bi-skiya

s2-po3-take-cond

mo-tomin

poss2-money

‘They told me that you want your money.’ (Peralta Ramírez 2017)

b. nemi

prg

Ø-cho:ga

s3-cry

ho:n

dem.sg

tago-tzin

girl-dim

[yeh

sub

ti-k-ma:-chaloh]

s2-po3-hand-hit.pfv

‘The girl you hit on her hand is crying.’ (Peralta Ramírez 2017)

We can establish that the canonical rc in a Mesoamerican language is post-

nominal. We find this situation by default, unless the language shows traces of

V-finalwordorder, like the conservativeMixe-Zoquean languages. Postnominal

rcs are also the expected trait inV-initial languages. But note that postnominal

rc syntax is also found to the south beyondMesoamerica. For example, Pesh, a

Chibchan language fromHonduras outside the cultural area of Mesoamerica, is

a V-final language with postnominal rcs, as shown in (13). But this trait cannot

be attributed to aMesoamerican influence, since postnominal and prenominal

orders are about equally common among V-final languages (Dryer 2007: 97).

Pesh (Chibchan)

(13) árwã́ kápàʃíʃkáwáyó kàkòrstá

arwã

man

[kapaʃ-iʃ-k-a-wa]=yo

speak-des-k-s1sg-prs=com/instr

Ø-ka-kors-t-a-wa

o3sg-appl:r-write-dur-s1sg-pfv

‘I write to the man with whom I want to speak.’ {Txt} (Chamoreau this

volume)
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In general, the position of the rc with respect to the head can be used

as a good test for the degree of syntactic configurationality of the language

in question. For instance, in Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Nahuan; Uto-Aztecan), a lan-

guage argued by Flores Nájera (this volume) to have a great deal of non-

configurational syntax, rcs can be postnominal, like in (14a), prenominal like

(14b), or even extraposed with respect to thematrix clause and the constituent

encoding the domain nominal, like in (14c).

Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan)

(14) a. yeka

now

Ø-wits

s3-come.ipfv

se

indf

interprete

interpreter

[den

sub

Ø-ki-mach-tia

s3-po3sg-know-caus[ipfv]

nin]

this

‘Now an interpreter comes that teaches this.’ {Txt} (Flores Nájera this

volume)

b. [den

sub

Ø-nen-chikawa-k]

s3-much-fortify-st[ipfv]

in

def

kiawi-tl

rain-abs

Ø-wits

s3-come.ipfv

‘Rain comes that is fierce.’ {Txt} (Flores Nájera this volume)

c. kox

perhaps

in

def

onwito

mushroom

sirbe

be.useful[s3]

[den

sub

o-ti-k-walika-keh]?

pst-s1pl-po3sg-bring.pfv-pl

‘Does the little mushroom we brought with us perhaps work?’ {Txt}

(Flores Nájera this volume)

In contrast, languages with V-final traits and with predominantly configura-

tional syntax tend to have rcs that are extraposed. This is the casewithMixean

languages like TamazulápamMixe (Mixean; Mixe-Zoquean), where all headed

rcs, like any other subordinate clause, occur extraposed at the right edge of the

matrix clause (see Zavala Maldonado this volume). This is illustrated in (15a)

and contrasted with the ungrammaticality of (15b); in (15b), the rc is prenom-

inal, but postnominal rcs are also ungrammatical.

TamazulápamMixe (Mixe-Zoquean)

(15) a. ka’t ëjts jäʼäy ntseky mte’p jajp tsënnaatyëp

ka’t

neg

ëjts

1sgpro

jäʼäy

person

n-tsok-y

a1.d-want-icp.d

[mëte’p

rel

jaaj-p

there-nvis
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10 palancar, zavala maldonado and chamoreau

Ø-tsën-naay-të-p]

s1.i-sit-assumptive-pl-icp.i

‘I don’t want those people that live over there.’ (SantiagoMartínez 2015:

83)

(Lit. ‘I those people don’t want, that live over there.’)

b. *ka’t

neg

ëjts

1sgpro

[mëte’p

rel

jaaj-p

there-nvis

Ø-tsën-naay-të-p]

s1.i-sit-assumptive-pl-icp.i

jäʼäy

person

n-tsok-y

a1.d-want-icp.d

Intended reading: ‘I don’t want those people that live over there.’ (San-

tiago Martínez 2015: 83)

A similar situation is found in Cora (Corachol; Uto-Aztecan) as illustrated in

(16a). A postnominal rc is only found in Cora when the head appears in a syn-

tactic phrase that has itself been extraposed to the right, as an elaboration of

the referents already introduced in the matrix clause, like in (16b). However,

nothing in the syntax of instances like (16b) assures us that the rc is really inte-

grated in the dp encoding the domain nominal.

Cora (Uto-Aztecan)

(16) a. kú:kuɁu

viper

pu

s3sg

wa-míɁi

cp-die.sg

[ti

s3sg[sub]

mwa-čéih]

o2sg-bite.pst

‘The viper that bit you died.’ (Vázquez Soto 2002: 317)

(Lit. ‘The viper died, that bit you.’)

b. wa-míɁi

[s3sg]cp-die.sg

i

det

kú:kuɁu

viper

[ti

s3sg[sub]

mwa-čéih]

o2sg-bite.pst

‘It died, the viper that bit you.’ (Vázquez Soto 2002: 317)

1.4 The Realization of the Domain Nominal in the Relative Clause

1.4.1 The Gap Strategy

The most common relativization strategy in the languages of Mesoamerica is

the gap strategy, where there is no realization of the domain nominal within

the rc. The examples in (17–19) illustrate this in different languages fromdiffer-

ent families: Mixe-Zoquean, Mayan and Oto-Pamean. The gap for the domain

nominal is indicated by an underscore ‘__’, which is located in the position in

the rc where the domain nominal is most likely to have occurred, had the rc

been a matrix clause.
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Ocotepec Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(17) te’ yɨ’kida’mbɨ pɨt masuŋdena’ajk musoyajpabɨ

te’

det

[ __ Ø-yɨ’=ki=ta’m=pɨ’]

s3-prox=ext.loc=pl=rel

pɨn

man

mas=’uŋ=te=na’ak

more=rep=cop=contr

Ø-mus-’oy-yaj-pa=pɨ’

s3-know-ap-pl3-cp=rel

‘The men who were from here they say they were the wisest.’ {Txt} (de la

Cruz Morales 2016: 113)

Tseltal (Mayan)

(18) mach’a

who

into

dem

te

det

ermano

brother

[te

sub4

y-ak’-oj-b-otik

a3-send-pfv-appl:r-po1.incl

tel

dir

__

te

det

jtatik

father

Gabriel]?

G.

‘Who is this brother that Father Gabriel sent to us?’ {Txt} (Polian&Aissen

2021: 411)

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(19) tó

1.pfv

’öt’u̱=’mbe

paint.as=pl.excl

ni

dem.sg

nkü

house

[ra

[3]ipfv

kha=ni

exist=there

__]

‘We painted the house that is over there.’ {Txt} (Palancar this volume)

In the three rcs in (17–19) there is no trace of the domain nominal within the

rc. They further instantiate two different types of rcs attending to the syn-

tactic linking strategy they exhibit: (i) syndetic rcs, illustrated by (17 and 18),

which are syntactically linked by means of an introductory element; and (ii)

asyndetic rcs, like (19), which use no such introductory element.We will con-

sider each type separately.

1.4.1.1 Syndetic Relative Clauses

When the rc is introduced by a subordinator that is only used in the context of

a rc, we treat that subordinator as a relativizer. This is a common situation in

the languages of the area. An example of such a language is Ocotepec Zoque

(Chiapas Zoque;Mixe-Zoquean). Evidence that the rc subordinator =pɨ’ in (17)

is only used in rcs comes from the fact that in the syntax of complementation,

the same subordinator is not used, but instead others like ke in (20a) (borrowed

from Spanish que) and wa’a in (20b) are used. A subordinator that introduces

4 This conjunction is glossed as comp in Polian & Aissen (2021).
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complement clauses, but not rcs, is treated here as a complementizer. The

same situation is found inPurepecha (isolate) in the contrast between (21a) and

(21b), and in Chichimec (Pamean; Oto-Pamean), where syndetic rcs are intro-

duced by the relativizer ndi (22a) while clausal complements in this language,

as in other Oto-Pamean languages, are mostly encoded by means of asyndesis

(22b).5

Ocotepec Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(20) a. kuando diojsis ’yijsu ’uŋ ke ji’ ’yidi sa’syapɨ’ ’ijtku’y

kuando

when

dios=’is

God=erg3

y-’is-u=’uŋ

a3-see-cp=rep

[ke

comp

ji’n

neg.icp

y-’it-i

s3d-exist-dep1

Ø-sa’sa=pɨ’

s3-be.fine=rel

’it-kuy’]

live-nmlz

‘When they say that God saw that there isn’t any life which is good.’

{Txt} (Ramírez Muñoz 2016: 2)

b. rre’yis syutpa’uŋna’ajk wa’a syeyijtsɨjku kijpku’yis

rrey=’is

king=erg3

y-sun-pa=’uŋ=na’ak

a3-want-icp=rep=contr

[wa’a

comp

y-seyi-tsɨk-u

a3-go.on-do-dep2

kip=ku’y=’is]

fight=nmlz=erg3

‘The king wanted the fight to go on.’ {Txt} (Ramírez Muñoz 2016: 2)

Purepecha (Isolate)

(21) a. isï

so

ari-s-p-ka=ni

say-pfv-pst-assertv[1/2]=1sg

ima

that

achati-ni

man-obj

[inki

rel

t’u

2sg

wanta-ni

speak-nf

ja-Ø-Ø-ka]

be-pfv-prs-sbjv

‘So I told thatman that you’re speaking to.’ {Txt} (Chamoreau 2019: 155,

142)

b. arhi-x-ka

say-pst-assertv[1/2]

[iska=ri

comp=s2sg

yóntani

late

jo-nkwa-pirin-ka]

come-centrip-cond-sbjv

‘I said that you should come back late.’ (Chamoreau 2019: 155, 142)

5 In the orthography, ṇ andṃ represent nasal approximants, umlaut is for a nasal vowel, and h

is for high tone (low tone is not represented).
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Chichimec (Oto-Pamean)

(22) a. uhṇe

that

kuzëh

pig

[ndi

rel

tah-tehe

fut.s3-get.out

gah-süɁü-kɁ]

fut.s3-bite-o2

ki-ngwæh

fut.s2-hit[o3]

oṃe

or

kih-čiɁir

fut.s3-stab[o3]

‘Beat or kill the pig that may get out to bite you.’ {Txt} (Lastra 2018: 128,

227)

b. ikagh

1sgpro

eh-nuɁu

prs.s1-see

[pahah

bad

eh-ṇehe]

prs.s3-get.out

‘I see that it comes out bad.’ {Txt} (Lastra 2018: 128, 227)

In contrast, the rc from Tseltal in (18) above illustrates a situation where a rc

is introduced by a subordinator that has a wider syntactic scope. Authors com-

monly treat such a subordinator with the alternative label of ‘complementizer’,

but we prefer to call it a subordinator, reserving the term complementizer for

a subordinator that does not introduce rcs. TheTseltal case can be seen in (23),

where the same te that introduces the rc in (18) above is also used to introduce

a complement clause. Using a general subordinator is also a common strategy

to introduce a rc in languages of the Mesoamerican area. It may be seen in

SochiapamChinantec (Chinantecan) or in Ixcatec (Popolocan) in the contrasts

in both (24) and (25), respectively.

Tseltal (Mayan)

(23) ya

icp

a-na’

a2-know[po3]

[te

sub

ya=nanix

icp=emph+assertv

a-toj=a]

a2-pay[po3]=adv

‘You know that you’ll have to pay for it.’ {Txt} (Polian 2013: 816)

Sochiapam Chinantec (Chinantecan)

(24) a. kal-híelm

pst-see.tr.inan.1sg

hnáhl

1sgpro

[Ɂil

sub

ƞaɁl

go.home.intr.an.pst.3sg

ieɁl]

elder

‘I saw that the old man went home.’ (Foris 2000: 320)

b. mímƞiíl

pig

[Ɂil

sub

kal-kuéɁl

pst-give.dtr.inan.3sg

ieɁl

elder

ɁíhmiiɁml]

bread

‘The pig that the old man gave some bread to.’ (Foris 2000: 314)

ixcatec (Popolocan)

(25) a. ʔinánà

1sgpro

tsukwa-ná

want-1sg

[la

sub

ʃwi-ri]

come-2hon

‘I want you to come (here).’ {Txt} (Adamou & Costaouec 2013: 202)
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b. ʃuwa-ku

come-ant

ka

all

ʧahmi

people

[la

sub

tú-tse

prg.pl-do

ʃàà]

work

‘All people who are working have arrived.’ {Txt} (Adamou&Costaouec

2013: 200)

In most languages of the area, the relation between relativizers and comple-

mentizers is an intricate one. Just like English that, most such connectors have

developed historically from determiners. For example, Tseltal te, which we

gloss as sub in (18) and (23), can also function as a determiner in nominal syn-

tax (e.g. into te ermano ‘this brother’ or te jtatik Gabriel ‘Father Gabriel’). Multi-

functional elements like te are not easy to treat in a unified way for descriptive

purposes, and consequently, authors commonly disagree in their analysis and

their corresponding treatment in the glosses. Even the same author may sug-

gest different treatments in different works. For example, in the spirit of using

only one gloss per element, Polian (2013) glosses te in (23) as a ‘determiner’

(det) rather than as a subordinator. We suggest that the functions of being a

determiner, a relativizer or a fully-fledged subordinator should be kept apart

in the glossing. The relation between determiner and subordinator can be sub-

sumed in the grammaticalization path in (26), where we consider that an ele-

ment’s function as a relativizer precedes its change to a subordinator.

(26) det → [rel → comp]sub

In the syntax of relativization of many Mesoamerican languages, we still find

the det → rel portion of the path. When this happens, the determiner intro-

ducing the rc is (more often than not) a copy of the determiner which heads

the dp in which the the domain nominal is embedded. This can be seen in

languages from different phyla with no history of contact, as exemplified by

the two rcs of Acazulco Otomi (Otomian; Oto-Pamean) in (27),6 or in K’ichee’

(K’ichean; Mayan) in (28). Note that there are two different glossing strate-

gies in the two sources, while the function of the elements remains the same.

Hernández Green prefers to gloss the relativizer as a determiner (det), while

Velleman choses to gloss it as a complementizer (comp).

6 Acazulco Otomi is a language with pervasive encliticization. The inflectional markers of the

predicates of the two rcs in (27) (grá for impv.s2 and bi for pfv[s3]) encliticize to the deter-

miners introducing the rcs, na and k’a, respectively, which in turn encliticize to the last word

of the dp immediately preceding the rc, which in the examples happens to be the domain

nominal.
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Acazulco Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(27) pero=na

but=det.prox.sg

ngü[=na=g_´ra

house=det.prox.sg=s2_ipfv

nü=a]

see=encl

ko=´r=’yo̱t’e

foc=poss3sg=property

k’a=´m=chí

det.nvis.sg=poss1=dim

t’u̱=ga[=k’a=bi

son=1=det.nvis.sg=ipfv[s3]

dü=a]

len/die=encl

‘But this house you see here, it’s the property of my late son.’ (Hernández

Green 2021: 120)

(Lit. ‘… my son who died.’) {Txt}

K’ichee’ (Mayan)

(28) a. “k’amal

leader

b’eh”

road

u-b’i’

poss3-name

ri’

dem

ri

det

achih

man

[ri

comp

k-e’-to’w-a

icp-[s3pl]come-help.af-ss

ri’

dem

ri

det

jya’xeel

son_in_law

o

or

ri

det

alib’atz]

daughter_in_law

‘The man who comes and helps the son-in-law or the daughter-in-law

(to make a formal proposal of marriage) is called “guide”.’ {Txt} (Velle-

man 2014: 80)

b. tee

when

k’u

then

ri’,

dem

como

since

k’oo

[s3]exist

le

det

peine

comb

[le

comp

ka-q’ax-wi

icp-[s3]pass-adjtfoc

taq

distr

le

det

b’atz’]

thread

entonces

then

ka-tiiq-ik

icp-[s3]plant.pass-ss

ka-tiiq-ik

icp-[s3]plant.pass-ss

pa

p

le

det

xyeb’

comb

‘After that, because there is a comb that the thread passes (through),

then (the thread) is set up, is set up in the comb.’ {Txt} (Velleman 2014:

80)

The functional relation between determiner and subordinator stems from the

link that exists between the syntax of nominalization and the syntax of subor-

dination. Disagreement in the glossing often reflects different theoretical con-

ceptions of the syntax behind the structures. For example, Hernández Green

(2021) analyzes the headed rc construction in (27) as if it consisted of a pro-

noun that stands for the domain nominal; that pronoun would also serve as

head of the rc. This analysis is proposed in an attempt to preserve struc-

tural coherence between the headed rcs in (27) and the light-headed rcs
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in (29) that function as arguments of the matrix predicate. In this spirit, the

same determiner-like elements in all such rcs are all glossed as demonstra-

tives.

Acazulco Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(29) ya[=ra

prox.plpro=ipfv[s3]

’mbu̱h=ku=a]

be.located=loc.prox=encl

geh=ya[=x=na

cop=prox.plpro=pfv=ipfv[s3]

pó̱ngi=a]

go.out=encl

‘These ones that are here are the ones that have been going out.’ {Txt}

(Hernández Green 2021: 135)

The analysis of the rcs in (29) as light-headed is based on Citko (2004), and

they correspond to a well-known type in the typological literature. It is much

less clear, however, what sort of headed rc type the one in the analysis pro-

posed for (27) would be. Likewise, in the analysis of (27) it remains unclear

what type of linkage relationship the rcs would have to the domain nominal

(i.e., it appears to be an adjoining rc clause, when in reality it is not).

In this connection, for the same type of construction, Velleman (2016) treats

the determiner in the K’ichee’ rc in (28) as a ‘complementizer’, hence the

gloss.7 We treat all such clausal linkers as relativizers. The descriptive fact that

a relativizer is a copy of the determiner in the dp in which the domain nom-

inal is embedded is accounted for in Polian & Aissen (2021) as a case of a

special type of agreement in deixis (deix) that targets the relativizer intro-

ducing the rc. The agreement in deixis is controlled by the head of the dp

in which the domain nominal is embedded. This is shown in Tsotsil in (30),

where it is claimed that the rc is introduced by the proximal determiner li, if

and only if the head noun occurs in a dp that is also headed by li. In contrast,

subordinator ti (cognate with Tseltal te in (18) and also a determiner), which

introduces the rc in (31), does not show agreement properties. Note that both

linkers are glossed as ‘complementizers’, regardless of their functional scope.

Instead, we would gloss li in (30) as a ‘relativizer’, and ti in (31) as a ‘subordina-

tor’.

7 The term ‘complementizer’ is used by Velleman (2016) in a generic way equivalent to subor-

dinating linker without having in mind any specific context of subordination.
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Tsotsil (Mayan)

(30) bat

go

k-ak’-tikotik

a1-give-1pl.excl

il-uk

see-sbjv

li

det

j-vun-tikotik

poss1-paper-1pl.excl

[li

compdeix
kok’-em

leave-pfv

ta

p

Tuxta

T.

un=e]

prtcl=cl

‘Wewent to showour papers that had been issued inTuxtla.’ {Txt} (Polian

& Aissen 2021: 411)

Tsotsil (Mayan)

(31) buch’u

who

y-ak’-oj

a3-give-pfv

taj

dem

k’in

fiesta

[ti

comp

bats’i

very

x-nik=xa

neut-shake=now

ts-na

poss3-house

rey

king

un=e]?

prtcl=cl

‘Who’s giving the fiesta that’s really swinging at the king’s house?’ {Txt}

(Polian & Aissen 2021: 411)

Note that the element li in the rc in (30) is not analyzed as a relative pronoun,

because deixis is not conceived of as being a feature of the head noun, but as

a property of the dp in which the head noun is embedded. A relativizer that

serves as a target of agreement in deixis is typologically uncommon, but as the

construction is widespread in Mesoamerican languages, it should be seen as

particular to this linguistic area. It is found from languages that lie geographi-

cally at the core of the area to languages that are spoken at its fringes, such as

Cora, in (32), where Vázquez Soto (2002: 330) glosses the element í introduc-

ing the rc as a determiner (just as Hernández-Green (2021) does for (27), and

Polian (2013) does for (18)). Instead, we analyze it as a relativizer that agrees in

deixis. This type of rc alternates with asyndetic rcs (see next section).

Cora (Uto-Aztecan)

(32) ne-wáɁa-u-séih

1sg-po3pl-cp-see

í

det

tiɁirí:-ȼe

child-pl

[í

reldeix

ti

s3sg[sub]

Petra

P.

tekwáraɁi-se

hen-pl

wáɁa-u-tatíhči-teɁe]

po3pl-cp-grasp-appl:r

‘I saw them, the children who Petra gave some hens to.’ (Vázquez Soto

2002: 330)

In our view of things, concepts such as ‘relativizer’, ‘complementizer’ and ‘sub-

ordinator’ are not just terminological trifles, but powerful descriptive cate-

gories that are informative about the syntactic functional scope of subordi-

nating linkers. Furthermore, the syntactic properties behind the relative con-
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structions in (27), (28), (30) and (32) can only be explained inmorphosyntactic

terms if the category of a ‘relativizer’ is taken to be a distinct entity from a ‘com-

plementizer’ or a ‘subordinator’. The linker ti in Tseltal in example (31) stops

showing agreement properties the moment it stops being a relativizer like li

still is in (30). Only relativizers can be the target of agreement with the head

of the dp in which the domain nominal is embedded, while a subordinator

may show agreement in feature values associated with the clause, such as tam,

although more typically person/number of the subject (see Fuß 2005).

1.4.1.2 Asyndetic Relative Clauses

In the previous section, we have seen cases where the rc is introduced by a

linking element. It is equally common to find rcs with a gap that have no link-

ing word introducing them.We treat such cases as instances of asyndetic rcs.

In the literature, analyses inspired by generative models of syntax often treat

such rcs as bearing a zero complementizer, that is, a subordinator that hap-

pens tohavenophonological expression, butwhich is, nonetheless, interpreted

as being present in the syntax in order to make sense of the arboreal structure

proposed in suchmodels. An example of an asyndetic rcwas already shown in

TilapaOtomi in (19). Asyndetic rcs arewidespread inMesoamerica, as they are

found in genetically unrelated languages, such as: Mayan, as shown in Tseltal

in (33) (comparable with (18) above) or in Q’anjob’al (Qʼanjobʼalan; Mayan) in

(34); Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Nahuan; Uto-Aztecan) in (35); or Zenzontepec Chatino

(Chatino; Zapotecan) in (36).

Tseltal (Mayan)

(33) la=bal

cp.tr=inter

aw-il

a2-see[po3]

te

det

mensaje

message

[la

cp.tr

j-tikun-b-at

a1-send-appl:r-po2

bel]=e?

dir+nf=det

‘Did you see the message I sent you?’ {Txt} (Polian 2013: 784)

Q’anjob’al (Mayan)

(34) maxk-in

cp-s1sg

jay

come

b’ay

at

jun-xa

indf.sg-already

cham

clf

winaq

man

[max-Ø

cp-s3

q’a-toq

rot-dir

y-aqan]

poss3-foot

‘I came to another man whose feet were rotten.’ {Txt} (Mateo Toledo this

volume)
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Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Uto Aztecan)

(35) Ø-katka

s3-exist.ipfv

se

indf

tlaka-tsintli

man-hon

[Ø-i-toka

s3-poss3sg-name.ipfv

“Juan

J

Loco”]

crazy

‘There was a man named Crazy John.’ {Txt} (Flores Nájera this volume)

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(36) nk-ā+tāká

pfv-be+exist

tzaka

one

nyatę̄

person

[ʔne

hab.do[3]

jnyá]

work

‘There was a person that worked.’ {Txt} (Campbell this volume)

When asyndetic rcs are found in a language, they often coexist with other

types of rcs that use a gap strategy but exhibit a linker. Compare example (33)

with (18) in Tseltal, or example (35) with (37) in Tlaxcala Nahuatl, and (36) with

(38) in Zenzontepec Chatino, where both languages use a subordinator.

Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Uto Aztecan)

(37) o-ti-k-ita-keh

pst-s1pl-po3sg-see.pfv-pl

se

indf

oko-sen

pine-knob

[den

sub

Ø-nen-wei]

s3-much-be.big.ipfv

‘We saw a pine cone that was very big.’ {Txt} (Flores Nájera this volume)

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(38) nkw-ísū=ūʔ

pfv-pay=3pl

j-nā

dat-def

kwetā.kyaʔāʔ

Mixtec

[nu

sub

nk-yaą]

pfv-come.back[3]

‘They paid the Mixtec who came.’ {Txt} (Campbell this volume)

In this connection, the asyndetic rc construction in Cora in (16) above,

repeated here as (39), is particularly interesting, because the rc is not intro-

duced by a dedicated lexical subordinator, so in this sense it is asyndetic, but

it exhibits a set of subject pronominals that are only used in a subordinated

clause. Compare the third person singular pronominal clitics pu and ti in (39).

The first is only used inmatrix clauses, whereas the second is used only in sub-

ordinated clauses (Vázquez Soto 2002: 296).8

8 The set of pronominals towhich ti belongs indicate subordination only indirectly, that is, only

by virtue of their distribution in subordinated clauses. In this sense, the subordinating clitics

indicate subordination just as subjunctivemood often does too. The sets of pronominal encl-

itics (with subordinating clitics given second) are 1sg nu vs. neh; 2sg pe vs. peh; 3sg pu vs. ti;

1pl tu vs. teh; 2pl su vs. seh; and 3plmu vs.meh (Vázquez Soto 2002:284). The phonological
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Cora (Uto-Aztecan)

(39) kú:kuɁu

viper

pu

s3sg

wa-míɁi

cp-die.sg

[ti

s3sg[sub]

mwa-čéih]

o2sg-bite.pst

‘The viper that bit you died.’ (Vázquez Soto 2002: 323)

(Lit. ‘The viper died, that bit you.’)

When both syndesis and asyndesis are available in a given language as two

encoding options for a rc, the choice of one construction over the other

appears to be free for most cases, but there are situations where the choice

is restricted.9 For example, for Zenzontepec Chatino, Campbell (this volume)

argues that the distribution is conditioned by information structure, in such a

way that when the head noun is specific and topical, the asyndetic encoding is

preferred. At times one can see that there are collocation restrictions. In Tilapa

Otomi (Otomian; Oto-Pamean), for the relativization of instruments rcs intro-

composition of the subordinating set suggests that the element /eh/ is a historical residue

of an old subordinator that received agreement for subject. But the fact that there is sup-

pletion for person in the third person singular and that the clitics do not need to appear at

the left edge of the subordinated clause (a typical position for subordinators) (Vázquez Soto

2002: 299) strongly suggests that synchronically they constitute a lexicalized set of bona fide

pronominals.

9 One of such languages is Santa María Piñoles Mixtec (Mixtecan). In this language, asynde-

tic rcs are used irrespectively of the animacy of the domain nominal: in (i.a), the head is

human; in (i.b) it is inanimate. In contrast, syndetic rcs introduced by a subordinator are

only restricted to inanimate heads. This is shown in the contrast in (ii). Example (iii) further

shows that the subordinator is used to introduce complement clauses. The animacy restric-

tion of syndetic rcs is lifted when the rc is used as a headless rc in a cleft, like in (iv).

i. a. ni3-xi2ni2=i3

cp-see=s1sg

i3na2

dog

[ni2-xi2’i3]

cp-die

‘I saw the dog that died.’ (Ramírez Pérez 2014: 63)

b. ni2-tna1nu2

cp-break

ma1chi2ti3

machete

[ni2-xe2nde2

cp-cut

ndɨ’ɨ23=n

with=s2sg

yu2tnu23]

tree

‘The machete with which you cut the tree broke.’ (Ramírez Pérez 2014: 67)

ii. a. ni3-xi2ni2=i3

cp-see=s1sg

ma1chi2ti3

machete

[saa12

sub

ni2-tna1nu2]

cp-break

‘I saw the machete that broke.’ (Ramírez Pérez 2014: 62)

b. *ni3-xi2ni2=i3

cp-see=s1sg

i3na2

dog

[saa12

sub

ni2-xi2’i3]

cp-die

Intended reading: idem (i.a) (Ramírez Pérez 2014: 63)

iii. xi2ni3=o2

[icp]see=s1pl.incl

[saa12

sub

ndau12=o21]

be.poor=s1pl.incl

‘We know that we are poor.’ {Txt} (Ramírez Pérez 2014: 63)

iv. ña1dɨ’ɨ23

woman

kuu23

[icp]cop2

[saa12

sub

ni3-ka1ba12]

cp-fall

‘The woman is the one who fell.’ (Ramírez Pérez 2014: 179)
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duced by a relativizer are preferred over asyndetic rcs, while the latter are the

only available means to relativize the subject of property concepts (see Palan-

car this volume). In other languages like Chichimec (Pamean; Oto-Pamean),

a V-final language, postverbal rcs (40) are asyndetic by default. This happens

when the rc is extraposed (40a), or when it is integrated within the phrase of

a domain nominal that also occurs postverbally (40b). In contrast, rcs preced-

ing the matrix verb, which are always integrated, are syndetic by default. This

happens when the phrase of the domain nominal is a constituent in thematrix

clause (41a), orwhen it is a topicalized independent constituent (41b). The right

edge of the verbal phrase is indicated by //.

Chichimec (Oto-pamean)

(40) a. purumhëh

but

ikagh

1sgpro

kihkuh

here

ntɁa

one

rihguh

stick

eh-pihi//

prs.s1-bring

[mahtü

dead

e-Ɂahha-r]

prs.s3-speak-pl[o3]

‘But I’m carrying a stick that makes the dead speak.’ {Txt} (Lastra 2018:

126)

b. ehntɁa

one

ki

and

ru-nhuh//

seq.s3-see.s3pl

ehntɁa

one

uhrih

person

[tahyrh

rifle

eh-pihi

prs.s3-bring

eh-ṃæhæ

prs.s3-be

ih-khar]

imm.pst.s3-have

‘And then they found one man who’s carrying a rifle and is getting

ready.’ {Txt} (Lastra 2018: 190)

Chichimec (Oto-pamean)

(41) a. ikagh

1sgpro

kiɁih

these

kahndanɁh

worker

[ndi

rel

kah-tehe]

prs.s1-come

keɁenh

also

gah-ndyɁ-r

fut.s3-go-pl[s3]

uhrhanɁ

poss3pl.work

gah-rhanɁ//

fut.s3-work.s3pl

Ɂi

prtcl

‘As for me, these workers I’m bringing will also go and do their work!’

{Txt} (Lastra 2018: 123)

b. bahnaɁih

all

čičahaɁ

bird

[ndi

rel

u-ndahha-b],

pst.s3-ask-dat3

bahnaɁih

all

čičahaɁ

bird

uh-mhä//:

pst.s3-say.s3pl

“ni

nor

pahme”;

no

manɁih

something

su-nhuh-me

neg.s3-see.s3pl-neg

‘All birds he asked, all birds said: “not at all”; they know nothing.’ {Txt}

(Lastra 2018: 192)
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1.4.2 The Relative Pronoun Strategy

rcsmay also be introduced by a relative pronoun, and although this strategy is

far less common in Mesoamerican languages,10 we still find it in all languages

of the areawhen the domain nominal has the semantic role of a location in the

rc. This is shown in Zenzontepec Chatino (Chatino; Zapotecan) in (42) and in

Chol (Cholan; Mayan) in (43).

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(42) kw-etzāʔ

imp-inform

jiʔī ̨

dat

nyatę̄

person

kitzę

village

[xī

loc.rel.pro

tākā]

exist.2sg

‘Inform the people in the village where you live.’ {Txt} (Campbell this vol-

ume)

Chol (Mayan)

(43) tyi

pfv

j=kɨñ-ɨ-Ø

a1=know-tv-po3

lum

land

[ba’

where

tyi

pfv

ch’ok-ɨ’-y-ety]

be.tender-inch-linker-s2

‘I knew the town where you were born.’ (Martínez Cruz 2007: 177)

Given the fact that the locative relative pronoun strategy is so widespread in

the area, we take it to be a typical trait of the rc structure of a Mesoamerican

language, but it is not unique to the area, because it is also found in Chibchan

languages like Pesh (see Chamoreau this volume). Beyond the locative, lan-

guages of the areadiffer greatly as to the scopeof this strategy and the sizeof the

set of relative pronouns available in headed rcs. For example, in Tilapa Otomi

(Otomian; Oto-Pamean), the relative pronoun strategy is only used for the rela-

tivization of a human subject (or a human possessor), as shown in the contrast

in (44). Exactly the same situation is found in Zenzontepec Chatino (Chatino;

Zapotecan). Example (45) shows the relativization of a possessor. In other lan-

guages, like Tseltal andTsotsil (Mayan), the important thing is that the referent

of the domain nominal is human, regardless of whether it plays the role of sub-

ject or object in the rc (Polian & Aissen 2021). But there are also languages like

Texistepec Zoque (Gulf Zoquean; Mixe-Zoquean), as shown in Díez Alejandre

(2019), where relative pronouns are found for any role in the hierarchy, except

subject. This suggests that (disregarding relativization of locative and genitive)

the relative pronoun strategymay develop in two opposite ways: starting at the

10 See Comrie (2003) and Comrie and Kuteva (2005) who argue that, not only is the relative

pronoun strategy common just in the languages of Europe, but perhaps it is only charac-

teristically developed in the languages of Europe.
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top of the relativization hierarchy down (stopping at human subject or human

object); or starting bottom up, but stopping at object so that the construction

does not end up being a basic relativization strategy.

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(44) a. ra

ipfv[s3]

ʼmbwu̱

exist

yú̱

dem.pl.poss3

htsü

wife

yi

def.pl

kha̱ʼni

man

[tosubj
who

bi

pfv[s3]

ʼñëm-bi

ss/bear.child.as-dat3

yú̱

dem.pl.poss3

sku̱

dim

ba̱htsi]

child

‘The men have wives who gave them children.’ (Lit. ‘The men’s wives

exist who …’) {Txt} (Palancar this volume)

b. *ni

dem.sg

nana

woman

[toobj
who

tú̱

pfv.s1

ñü]

see

Intended reading: ‘The woman that I saw.’ (Palancar this volume)

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(45) nyatę̄

person

[nu

sub

chugen
hum.rel.pro

nk-yāáʔ

pfv-be.built

liti=kāʔá]

home=also[3]

nyāʔā

see.2sg

ta

already

nkwātíʔ=ūʔ

pfv.know=3pl

tula

what

ʔne=ūʔ

pot.do=3pl

‘Thepeoplewhosehomeswere alsobuilt, you see, they alreadyknewwhat

they were going to do.’ {Txt} (Campbell this volume)

Relative pronouns are often recruited from the paradigm of wh-words, as is

the case for the relative pronouns of Mayan languages like Chol in (43) (also in

Q’anjob’al, Mateo Toledo this volume) and in Tilapa Otomi in (44). But inmany

other cases, they are not wh-words, like in Zenzontenpec Chatino in (42) or

(45). In this connection, a likely alternative origin for relative pronouns is nom-

inal classifiers. This is particularly evident in someMixtecan languages, such as

Nieves or Melchor Ocampo Mixtec, as shown in (46) and (47). In these exam-

ples, we can see that the domain nominal depicts an animal and carries a noun

classifier for animals; the same element is used as a relative pronoun (for sub-

ject).

Nieves Mixtec (Mixtecan)

(46) a. kīrī

clf.anim

tyīna

dog

sāsī=rī

icp.eat=an

jíɁva

chocolate

‘The dog eats chocolate.’ (Caponigro et al. 2013: 64)
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b. Jwán

J.

kúni=ra

icp.want=3sg.m

tyīna

dog

[kīrī

anim.rel.pro

sāsī

icp.eat

jíɁva]

chocolate

‘Juan wants the dog that eats chocolate.’ (Caponigro et al. 2013: 64)

Melchor OcampoMixtec (Mixtecan)

(47) a. tī

clf.anim

ñuɁñu

bee

tùvi=ri

cp.sting=an

yùɁu

1sgpro
‘The bee stung me.’ (Caponigro et al. 2013: appendix 4)

b. sàte=i

cp.buy=1sg

burro

donkey

[tī

anim.rel.pro

yaxi

icp.eat

chòkòlatè]

chocolate

‘I bought the donkey that eats chocolate.’ (Caponigro et al. 2013: appen-

dix 4)

Note that the situation in (46) and (47) is different from the one depicted above

in examples like (30), which involved a relativizer that agrees in deixis. Here the

choice of the relative pronoun relies on the class of the noun, independent of

whether or not the domain nominal is itself marked with that nominal clas-

sifier (i.e., in (46b) and (47b), the domain nominal is unmarked when it is in

focus). Once the classifier establishes itself as a relative pronoun, it is free to

have an independent life as a lexical item and it may lose its function as a clas-

sifier. In this sense, the relative pronouns in some languages may still display

certain uses as classifiers that remind us of their diachronic origins. Such is the

case in Zenzontepec Chatino, as illustrated in (48), where the relative pronoun

for humans chu shown in (45) above, still survives in nominal syntax as a clas-

sifier for humans when used with adjectives to produce nominalizations. Note

that the rc in (48) is a headless rc in apposition to the phrase ‘the poor’.11

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(48) kwi-tyāá

imp-give

jī ̨

dat

chu

clf.hum

tiʔi,

poor

[ jī ̨

dat

chu

hum.rel.pro

nālá

not.exist[s3]

jī]̨

gen

‘Give (it) to the poor one, to the onewho has nothing.’ (Campbell this vol-

ume)

11 InMatlatzinca, the general singular classifier n, which at some point in its diachronymay

have worked as a relative pronoun, has now been reanalyzed as a relativizer, because it is

no longer sensitive to the number feature value of the domain nominal (see Palancar &

Carranza 2021).
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1.4.3 Internally-Headed Relative Clauses

The maximal expression of the domain nominal in a rc is by way of the nomi-

nal itself, resulting in internally-headed rcs. Zoquean languages that preserve

the old ov word-order display this type of rc, as illustrated by Ocotepec Zoque

(49) and SanMiguel Chimalapa Zoque (50). In both (49) and (50), the domain

nominal functions as the intransitive subject of the matrix clause, but it is

flagged by ergative or comitative case, respectively, according to its role in the

rc.

Ocotepec Zoque (Chiapas Zoque)

(49) te’ kɨ’subɨtsi tuwi’is ka’u

teʼ

det

[Ø-kɨ’s-u=pɨ’=’tsi

po1-bite-cp=rel=1abspro

tuwi’=’is]

dog=erg[3]

Ø-ka’-u

s3-die-cp

‘The dog that bit me died.’ (de la Cruz Morales 2016: 114)

San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Oaxaca Zoque)

(50) mari pɨnjɨnang wittɨ’ mɨ’ɨyyɨ

[mari

M.

pɨn=jɨnang

man=com

Ø=wit-wɨ=pɨ’]

s3.i=walk-cp.i=rel

Ø=mɨ’ɨy-wɨ

s3.i=get.married-cp.i

‘ThemanwithwhomMaríawas involved gotmarried.’ (Jiménez 2014: 318)

Whereas having internally-headed rcs is a structural possibility linked to the

language being V-final, not all V-final languages have internally-headed rcs.

Chichimec, a language spoken at the fringes of Mesoamerica, is particularly

revealing in this respect. Chichimec is the only Oto-Pamean language that is V-

final, however, it has no internally-headed rcs, but has preserved instead the

typical configuration of a V-initial language with the relativizer to the left of

the rc. This is illustrated in (51). Note that the clausal predicate occurs at the

right-edge both in the rc and in the matrix clause.

Chichimec (Oto-pamean)

(51) úri

person

[ndi

rel

múra

donkey

é-tó-r]

prs.s3-take.care-pl[s3]

ubebé

then

é-sé…

prs.s3-say

‘He then said to the personwho takes care of the donkeys…’ {Txt} (Lastra

2018: 394)

A languagemay exhibit rcs that on the surface appear to be internally-headed,

when in reality a better alternative analysis can be posited for them. This is par-

ticularly the case for Nahuan languages, as illustrated by Tlaxcala Nahuatl in

(52).
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Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan)

(52) o-ni-k-notsa-to

pst-s1sg-po3sg-call-and.pst

[Ø-i-toka

s3-poss3sg-name[ipfv]

se

indf

padre

father

Guadalupe]

G.

‘I went to call a father named Guadalupe.’ (Flores Nájera this volume)

Flores Nájera (this volume; 2021) argues convincingly that the rc in (52) is not

an instance of an internally headed rc. Instead, the occurrence of the phrase

encoding the head inside the rc is explained as an effect of the lack of syn-

tactic configurationality in Nahuatl (see Flores Nájera 2019 for an extensive

discussion). Flores Nájera argues that rc structure is particularly the target of

syntactic scrambling, giving rise not only to surface realizations like (52), but

also to others like (53), where the dp in which the domain nominal is embed-

ded may appear inside a rc that already exhibits a relative pronoun standing

for the domain nominal.

Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan)

(53) o-Ø-wetsi-to

pst-s3-fall-and.pst

[kani

where

yala

yesterday

in

def

kal-lii

house-abs

o-ti-m-awil-ti-h-keh]

pst-s1pl-rr-toy-vbzr-pfv-pl

‘The house where we played yesterday collapsed.’ (Flores Nájera this vol-

ume)

Flores Nájera (this volume) argues that non-configurationality is the only anal-

ysis that can encompass examples like (52) and (53) in a theoretically sound

manner. She further claims that such an analysis should be extended to other

Nahuan languages, where similar phenomena have been reported in the liter-

ature, such as for Morelos Nahuatl as illustrated in (54). This example has two

rcs, one embedded within the other. Our interest is in the first rc, where the

domainnominal kwawitl ‘tree’ appearswithin thercafter the subordinator tlin,

and is split from its quantifier nochi ‘every’. The second rc is a prenominal rc

encoding a property concept.

Morelos Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan)

(54) nochi

every

[tlin

sub

kwaw-itl

tree-abs

Ø-ki-wika

s3-po3sg-bear

[tlin

sub

kwali]

be.good

i-fruto]

poss3sg-fruit

‘Every tree that bears fruit that is good.’ {Txt} (Tuggy 1979: 127)
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Similar phenomena to the one observed in Nahuatl have been reported

in Totonac. In Upper Necaxa Totonac (Totonacan; Totonac-Tepehuan), Beck

(2016) discusses instances of rcs that have the domain nominal inside the rc,

as shown in (55a). The relative construction in (55a) contrasts with the more

canonical one in (55b), which involves an externally-headed postnominal rc.

Upper Necaxa Totonac (Totonac-Tepehuan)

(55) a. [ti:

who

ta-li:-ta-tsḛɁ-a

s3pl-instr-decaus-hide-ipfv

Ɂawa̰čá̰-n

boy-pl

ḭš-tsḭ:-ka̰n]

poss3-mother-pl.po

‘Those boys that hide behind their mothers(’ skirts)’ {Txt} (Beck 2016:

40)

b. Ɂawa̰čá̰-n

boy-pl

[ti:

who

ta-li:-ta-tsḛɁ-a

s3pl-instr-decaus-hide-ipfv

ḭš-tsḭ:-ka̰n]

poss3-mother-pl.po

‘Those boys that hide behind their mothers(’ skirts)’ (Beck 2016: 40)

Note that the structure of an example like (55a) is the same as the Nahuatl

example in (53). In the absence of an analysis based on non-configurational

syntax, Beck (2016) is forced to propose that the element ti: introducing the rc

in (55a), which we gloss as ‘who’, is not a relative pronoun, but a relativizer

that happens to agree with the head noun in animacy. We believe that such a

solution should be avoided to prevent the risk that the descriptive category of

relative pronoun becomes theoretically vacuous. We propose, instead, that a

hypothesis of (non-)configurational syntax should be first tested in analyzing

theword-order syntax of Totonac at large, in order to see if it is possible to keep

the syntax of rcs in Totonac coherent with the received typology on rcs.

Beyond the southern borders of the Mesoamerican area, V-final languages

also display proper internally-headed rcs. This is seen for example in Pesh

(Chibchan), where the construction is only restricted to the relativization of

core arguments. For non-core arguments, a gap strategy is used. Compare (56a)

with (4) above, repeated here as (56b).

Pesh (Chibchan)

(56) a. tàsmà kàpàn kàpàn kórtà tayèɁ kàtʃẽm̀irà wíʃkarí

tas=ma

1pro=top

[kapan-kapan

morning-morning

korta

woman

ta-yeɁ

poss1-small
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Ø-ka-tʃã-Ø-pi]=ra

o3sg-appl:r-see-s3sg-fut=abs

Ø-wiʃ-k-a-ri

o3sg-give.o3-k-s1sg-pst

‘I entrustedhim to thewomanwhowill take care of my soneverymorn-

ing.’ {Txt} (Chamoreau this volume)

b. kúkàrskà yèɁhá tàkìíyó úhàrí

kukarska

hoe

[yeɁ-ha

small-nmlz

ta-ka-Ø-i]=yo

o1-hit-s3sg-pst=instr

Ø-uh-a-ri

o3sg-hide-s1sg-pst

‘I hid the hoe with which the small boy hit me.’ (Chamoreau this vol-

ume)

1.5 The Relativization Hierarchy

1.5.1 Relativizing Core Arguments

In most Mesoamerican languages, the basic relativization strategy revolves

around the s/a pivot, treating the subject of intransitive and transitive verbs

alike for relativization purposes. But in many Mayan languages, such as

Yucatec, Tsotsil, and those of the Q’anjob’alan,Mamean andK’ichean branches

(Dayley 1981, 1990; Stiebels 2006) there is a special treatment of the a relation in

relativization. The grammatical construction used to relativize an a is known

in the literature as ‘agent focus’. The name is used because the construction

is also used when the a relation is in focus or is the target of interrogatives.

The fact that a similar construction is used to treat the a relation in rcs, focus

and interrogation can be taken as indicative of the fact that all three construc-

tions are treated by speakers as different instances of the syntactic extraction

of an a. Examples of the agent focus construction in Q’anjob’al in the three

syntactic contexts are given in (57). Note that no special voice changing mech-

anism is needed for the relativization of s or o, as shown in (58); the same

is true for focus and interrogation (see Mateo Toledo (this volume) for more

details, or Zavala Maldonado (2017a) for constructional idiosyncrasies in the

family).

Q’anjob’al (Mayan)

(57) a. komo

since

ay-Ø

exist-s3

⟨s⟩-ch’en

poss3-gun

heb’

pl

naq

clf

[ch-Ø-kol-on-i]

icp-s3-help-af-fs

‘Because they have guns that help them.’ {Txt} (Mateo Toledo this vol-

ume)
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b. heb’

pl

naq

clf

winaq

man

ti

dem

q-in

pot-s1sg

kol-on

help-af

b’el

moment

‘Thesemenare the oneswhowill helpme for now.’ {Txt} (MateoToledo

this volume)

c. maktxel

who

ch’-Ø-ih-on-kan

icp-s3-take-af-dir

aj

dir

jun

indf.sg

nuq’ej

voice

ti?

dem

‘Who is saving this voice?’ {Txt} (Mateo Toledo this volume)

Q’anjob’al (Mayan)

(58) ay-Ø

exist-s3

juntzan

indf.pl

heb’

pl

naq

clf

winaq

man

[ch’-Ø-ek’

icp-s3-pass

kayti]

here

‘There are some men who pass here.’ {Txt} (Mateo Toledo this volume)

In the general situation, languages drawdistinctions between the relativization

of core arguments and the relativization of other roles. In Zoochina Zapotec

(Zapotec; Zapotecan), for example, recipients, comitatives and instrumentals,

which are commonly introduced in a clause as oblique arguments, are rela-

tivizedbybeingpromoted too status through verbal applicatives.This is shown

in the contrast between (59) and (60). The phenomenon is so consistent across

the languages of the area that a study of relativization is not only useful but

required to fully understand the syntax of applicatives.

Zoochina Zapotec (Zapotecan)

(59) a. shghànàbòˀnh lháó bénékáˀ

sh-yêgh-nàb=òˀ=nh

irr-go-ask.for=nom2sg=3inan.o

lhàò

to

bénéˀ=káˀ

person=pl.dist

‘You’re going to ask those people for it.’ (López Nicolás this volume)

b. yîdó lhénh nâdàˀ

y-ídé=òˀ

irr-come=nom2sg

lhénh

with

nhàdàˀ

1sgpro
‘You’ll come with me.’ {Txt} (López Nicolás this volume)

Zoochina Zapotec (Zapotecan)

(60) a. … bénénhˀ nhónhˀ bshàbdòˀ góˀnèˀ

bénéˀ=nhàˀ

person=def

[nhó+nhàˀ

who

b-shàb=d=òˀ

cp-offer=gen.appl=nom2sg

góˀn=nhàˀ]

bull=def

‘… the person to whom you offered the bulls.’ {Txt} (López Nicolás this

volume)
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b. … bwíxé nhóˀólhénhˀ zézálhénhàˀ

b-bíxé

cp-fall

nhóˀólhé=nhàˀ

woman=def

[z-ey+zàˀ-lhénh=áˀ]

pfv-come.to.origin-com.appl=nom1sg

‘… The woman with whom I came fell down.’ (López Nicolás this vol-

ume)

1.5.2 Adpositional Stranding vs. Pied-Piping

When languages do not make use of the applicative strategy to relativize non-

core roles, they commonly use adpositional stranding, as illustrated in the con-

trast between (61a) and (61b) in Jamiltepec Mixtec.

Jamiltepec Mixtec (Mixtecan)

(61) a. kwahan

cp.go

ra

he

chihín

with

yañi

brother.of.male

ra

he

‘He’s going with his brother.’ (Johnson 1988: 25)

b. lialui

woman

[cha

sub

viichi

cp.come

ra

he

chihín

with

__]

‘The woman that he’s coming with.’ (Johnson 1988: 70)

In a language that uses the gap strategy, it may be the case that adpositional

stranding is not found. As a consequence of this, roles that are otherwise

encoded obliquely in matrix clauses are not encoded at all in rcs, like in Zen-

zontepec Chatino, as seen in the contrast between (62a) and (62b).

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(62) a. tāká=ya

exist=1pl.excl

wiʔ

there

lóʔō

with

juti=ą̄ʔ

father=1sg

‘We live there with my father.’ {Txt} (Campbell this volume)

b. lēʔ.wíʔ.niī

and.then

nkw-eta=yu

pfv-wait.for=3sg.m

jiʔī ̨

o

tyáʔā

companion[s3]

[nte-taʔą=yu

prg-go.around=3sg.m

__]

‘And then, he waited for his companions with whom he was going

around.’ {Txt} (Campbell this volume)

Tlaxcala Nahuatl, with its non-configurational syntax (Flores Nájera 2019; this

volume), allows for three possibilities: adpositional stranding (63a); pied-

piping (63b); and the special pied-piping construction in (63c) that was char-
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acterized by Smith-Stark (1988) as ‘pied-piping with inversion’. In (63c), the

expected order of the configuration [adposition+rel.pro] is inverted as

[rel.pro+adposition]. In this language, like in many others, relational

nouns serve syntactically as heads of adpositional phrases.

Tlaxcala Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan)

(63) a. o-ni-k-tlamotla-k

pst-s1sg-po3sg-throw-pfv

in

def

kwawi-tl

stick-abs

[tlen

which

o-ni-mits-tsotson

pst-s1sg-po2sg-hit.pfv

i-ka

poss3sg-instr

___]

‘I threw the stick with which I hit you.’ (Flores Nájera this volume)

b. y=o-Ø-wal-asi-ko

already=pst-s3-dir-arrive-ven.pst

in

def

koyo-tl

coyote-abs

[i-nawa-k

poss3sg-side-loc

akin

who

ti-mo-mik-ti-s-keh]

s1pl-rr-die-caus-irr-pl

‘The coyote with whom we will fight got here.’ (Flores Nájera this vol-

ume)

c. y=o-Ø-wal-asi-ko

already=pst-s3-dir-arrive-ven.pst

in

def

koyo-tl

coyote-abs

[akin

who

i-nawa-k

poss3sg-side-loc

ti-mo-mik-ti-s-keh]

s1pl-rr-die-caus-irr-pl

‘The coyote with whom we will fight got here.’ (Flores Nájera this vol-

ume)

Pied-piping is, in general, a rare phenomenon in headed rcs in languages of

Mesoamerica, but it is found. As pied-piping is typically associated with rela-

tive pronouns, its rarity canbe readily accounted for as being due to the rarity of

the former as a relativization strategy. It is more common in headless rcs (see

Section 6 below). Butwhen found, languages do not have the three possibilities

like Tlaxcala Nahuatl. San Pedro Mixtepec Zapotec, for example, has rcs with

adpositional stranding or pied-piping with inversion, as illustrated in (64). In

some languages, pied-piping with inversion is only found in the relativization

of a possessor, like in Tilapa Otomi (65).

San PedroMixtepec Zapotec (Zapotecan)

(64) a. y-ǒ

st-exist

[chò

who

b-lǔ

cp-show

Dèlfín

D.

dí’dz

word

ló]

rn.face

‘There’s someone whom Delfino warned.’ (Antonio Ramos 2021: 246)
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b. y-ǒ

st-exist

[chò

who

ló

rn.face

b-lǔ

cp-show

Dèlfín

D.

dí’dz]

word

‘There’s someone whom Delfino warned.’ (Antonio Ramos 2021: 246)

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(65) ni

dem.sg

kha̲’ni

man

[to

who

rú̱

clf.sg.poss3

phani

horse

bi

pfv[s3]

tyü]

ss/die

‘The man whose horse died.’ (Palancar this volume)

In contrast, as for pied-piping, Zoochina Zapotec only exhibits the non-

inverted version, as shown in (66), with the relativization of a possessor and

of a locative.

Zoochina Zapotec (Zapotecan)

(66) a. blhéˀydàˀ bénénhˀ xhíˀìnènhˀ nhónh bdápèˀ bíˀnhàˀ

b-lhéˀy+d=áˀ

cp-see=nom1sg

bénéˀ=nhàˀ

person=def

[xhíˀình=nhàˀ

pssd.son=def

nhó+nhàˀ

who

b-dápèˀ

cp-hit

bíˀ=nhàˀ]

clfpro=def

‘I saw the man whose son beat that one.’ (López Nicolás this volume)

b. byèy lháshghénhˀ kʷít gánhˀ dxâzáˀ

b-yèy

cp-burn

lháshghé=nhàˀ

hill=def

[kʷít

rn.side

gá+nhàˀ

where

dx-àz=áˀ]

icp-sow=nom1sg

‘The hill, onwhose side I sow,was burned.’ (LópezNicolás this volume)

In contrast, as suggested by Smith-Stark (1988), pied-piping with inversion is

characteristic of the syntax of interrogatives and it is found in almost all the

languages of the area, independently of the syntax of relativization. It is found,

for example, in Zoochina Zapotec (contrast (67)with (66b)), in JamiltepecMix-

tec (compare (68) with the adposition stranding construction in (61) above),

and in Q’anjob’al (example (69) interrogates a possessor). In some languages,

pied-piping with inversion is only found in such circumstances, as shown in

(70) from Tilapa Otomi.

Zoochina Zapotec (Zapotecan)

(67) gǎ kʷítènhˀ dxàzòˀ

ga̋

where

kʷít=nhàˀ

rn.side=foc

dx-àz=òˀ?

icp-sow=nom2sg

‘At what side do you sow?’ {Txt} (López Nicolás this volume)
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Jamiltepec Mixtec (Mixtecan)

(68) yóó

who

chihín

with

káhán

cp.speak

ñii?

she

‘With whom is she speaking?’ (Johnson 1988: 41)

Q’anjob’al (Mayan)

(69) mach’a

who

x-nich’an

poss3-son.of.man

bejk’aj?

be.born

‘Whose son was born?’ (Mateo Toledo this volume)

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(70) to

who

rú̱

clf.sg.poss3

ngü

house

gú̱

pfv.s2

hta̱?

buy

‘Whose house did you buy?’ (Palancar this volume)

(Lit. ‘Who his house did you buy?’)

These facts suggest that pied-piping with inversion is intrinsically a feature of

the syntax of interrogation in Mesoamerican languages, which, given its wide

spread in this linguistically diverse area and its typological oddity, could be

claimed to be a genuine areal structural of Mesoamerica (Smith-Stark 1988).

The syntax of rcs of specific languagesmay thenmimic this construction, as is

the case, for example, of San PedroMixtepec Zapotec in (64b) or Tilapa Otomi

in (65).

At times, rcs may exhibit surface phenomena that could at first sight be

taken as instances of pied-piping with inversion, when in reality they are not.

This is the case with rcs with adjunct relativization like in Pajapan Nahuat

(Nahuatl; Uto-Aztecan), as shown in (71). A comitative in this language is

encoded obliquely in an adpositional phrase headed by the relational noun

iwa:n, which functions as a preposition (71a). The rc in (71b) shows that when

the domain nominal functions as a comitative participant in the rc, the prepo-

sition iwa:n occurs after yeh, a sequence of words which could give the impres-

sionof beingpied-pipingwith inversion.However, the linking element yehhere

is a subordinator and not a relative pronoun, so it occurs in its natural position

in the clause and is not a complement of a pied-piped adpositional phrase.

Evidence that yeh is a subordinator and not a relative pronoun is given in (72a)

and (72b), where it is shown that yeh is not sensitive to features of the domain

nominal. Example (72c) further shows that it introduces complement clauses.

Instances like (71b) are rcs with a gap that exhibit a stranded adposition. The

peculiarity of the construction reveals that the adposition, instead of occurring

in situ, has moved to a higher position in the clause, right after the subordina-
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tor. This could be taken as a residue of the old non-configurationality of rc

structure in Nahuatl languages.

Pajapan Nahuat (Uto-Aztecan)

(71) a. ti-wa:lah

s2-come.pfv

[i-wa:n

poss3-com

ho:n

dem

ta:ga-t]

man-abs

‘You came with that man.’ (Peralta Ramírez 2017)

b. a-ni-g-i:xmati

neg-s1-po3-know

ta:ga-t

man-abs

[yeh

sub

i-wa:n

poss3-com

ti-wa:lah]

s2-come.pfv

‘I don’t know the man with whom you came.’ (Peralta Ramírez 2017)

Pajapan Nahuat (Uto-Aztecan)

(72) a. ni-g-ita-k

s1-po3-see-pfv

se

indf

tago

maiden

[yeh

sub

Ø-mo:nsah]

s3-be.beautiful

‘I saw a maiden who was beautiful.’ (Peralta Ramírez 2017)

b. xi-neh-maga

imp-po1-give

taxkal

tortilla

[yeh

sub

Ø-toto:nik]

s3-be.hot

‘Give me the tortilla that is hot.’ (Peralta Ramírez 2017)

c. aya:

neg

Ø-gi-mati

s3-po3-know

[yeh

sub

yeh=san

3pro=just

ompa

there

o-Ø-pano:-k]

pst-s3-pass-pfv

‘He doesn’t remember that he just passed by there.’ (Peralta Ramírez

2017)

1.5.3 Relativized Functions and Relativization Strategy

Languagesmay showmeaningful correlations between relativization strategies

and relativized functions.We have seen in Section 4.2, for example, that the rel-

ative pronoun strategy is found in all languages to relativize a locative, and that

in some languages it is further found for subject (and possessor), etc. Sochia-

pamChinantec (Chinantecan) is an interesting caseof such correlations. In this

language, the gap strategy can be used for the relativization of core functions.

Here the determiner of the dp in which the domain nominal is embeddedmay

either precede the rc (73a), or occur after it (73b).
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Sochiapam Chinantec (Chinantecan)

(73) a. θãilm

like.st.t.an.s1sg

hnáhl

I

calkuáh

horse

Ɂíl

that.an

[Ɂil

sub

hmíh

term

θẽɁm

stand.st.i.an

ƞiíh

place

θioh]

yonder

‘I like that horse that was standing over there.’ (Foris 2000: 310)

b. θãilm

like.st.t.an.s1sg

hnáhl

I

calkuáh

horse

[Ɂil

sub

hmíh

term

θẽɁm

stand.st.i.an

ƞiíh

place

θioh]

yonder

Ɂíl

that.an

‘I like that horse that was standing over there.’ (Foris 2000: 310)

The determiner in (73) agrees in animacywith the head noun.There is a second

rc construction where the determiner occurs within the rc, shown in (74).

Sochiapam Chinantec (Chinantecan)

(74) a. θãilm

like.st.t.an.s1sg

hnáhl

I

calkuáh

horse

[Ɂil

sub

hmíh

term

θẽɁm

stand.st.i.an

Ɂíl

that.an

ƞiíh

place

θioh]

yonder

‘I like that horse that was standing over there.’ (Foris 2000: 311)

b. kal-láuh

pst-buy.used.t.inan.s1sg

hnáhl

1sgpro

siím

book

[Ɂil

sub

hmíh

term

Ɂilm

read.t.inan.prs.s3

hãúm

that.inan

cám

person

Ɂíl]

that.an

‘I bought that book which that person was reading.’ (Foris 2000: 312)

While determiners cannot be used pronominally elsewhere in the syntax, the

fact that they occur inside the rc in constructions like these suggests the exis-

tence of some type of pronoun-retention relativization strategy. A somehow

similar situation is found in San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Jiménez this vol-

ume) where we find rcs with internal determiners (see example (81b) fur-

ther below). Alternatively, the construction in (74) could be interpreted as

exhibiting a discontinuous dp, but there are strong arguments against such a

non-configurational analysis. For one thing, the determiner—like other pro-

nouns—must occur right after the predicate in a fixed position: it follows the

subject pronoun if there is one (75a), and when the subject is encoded by an

np, the determiner always precedes it (75b).
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Sochiapam Chinantec (Chinantecan)

(75) a. ɁíhmiiɁmh

bread

[Ɂil

sub

kal-kuéɁl

pst-give.d.inan.s3

cúm

3pro

hãúm

that.inan

mímƞiíl]

pig

‘That bread that s/he gave the pig.’ (Foris 2000: 314)

b. ɁíhmiiɁmh

bread

[Ɂil

sub

kal-kuéɁl

pst-give.d.inan.s3

hãúm

that.inan

ieɁl

elder

mímƞiíl]

pig

‘That bread that the old man gave the pig.’ (Foris 2000: 314)

As shownby the examples in (74) and (75), the pronoun-retention construction

can be used to relativize a core argument, but it is not the preferred strategy for

that specific function. The usage of the construction becomes more common

as we move further down the relativization hierarchy to relativize other posi-

tions. For example, it is the preferred construction to relativize an instrument

(76a), but it becomes the only strategy available to relativize a possessor (76b),

where it would be ungrammatical not to use it.12

Sochiapam Chinantec (Chinantecan)

(76) a. Ɂmám

wood

[Ɂil

sub

kal-pãl

pst-hit.t.an.s3

cúm

3pro

hãúm

that.inan

cáim]

dog

‘That stick that s/he hit the dog with.’ (Foris 2000: 315)

b. ƞiúmmíɁh

boy

[Ɂil

sub

kal-Ɂã́il

pst-steal.t.inan.s3

*(Ɂíl)

that.an

Huãm

J.

míhtáihl]

machete

‘That boy whose machete John stole.’ (Foris 2000: 315)

1.6 Relative Clauses Not Headed by Nominals

1.6.1 Different Types of Heads

A headed rc is a modifier of the domain nominal that serves as its head. In the

canonical case, a domainnominal is a full noun that introduces an event partic-

ipant in thematrix clause that serves as an argument or an adjunct. In contrast,

headless rcs are rcswhich serve as arguments or adjuncts in thematrix clause.

As proposed in the vast literature on rcs (Keenan and Comrie 1977; Lehmann

12 This is further support for the typological claim by Lehmann (1986) that the relativization

of the genitive phrase always displays idiosyncrasies. To this we can add the context for

the interrogation of a possessor, which, as noted, requires pied-piping with inversion in

all Mesoamerican languages.
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1984, 1986; Comrie 1989; Kroeger 2005; Andrews 2007; inter alia), an important

parameter to design a typology of rcs is categorizing rc constructions accord-

ing towhether they areheadedorheadless, and if headed, bywhat typeof head.

In (77) we present the different possibilities.

(77) Headed rcs:

– rcs headed by an overt nominal (i.e., canonical headed rcs)

– rcs headed by an elided nominal

– rcs headed by a determiner

– rcs headed by a light head (a.k.a. “light-headed” rcs, Citko 2004)

Headless rcs

There areMesoamerican languageswhose rc constructions cover the full spec-

trumof the typology in (77).One such language is SanMiguelChimalapaZoque

(Jiménez this volume). An illustration of a rc headed by an elided nominal is

given in (78). This type normally has the same distributional properties as rcs

headed by an overt nominal.

San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(78) ʼɨy nipɨkwakxukkɨ jemji, ʼɨy ʼangnitpaʼ

ʼɨy=ni-pɨk-wak-xuk-wɨ

3a.i=body-grasp-split-3pl-cp.i

jemji __

all

[pause] [ʼɨy=ʼangʼit-pa=pɨʼ]

3a.i=have-icp.i=rel

‘They stole all (the gold) that he had.’ {Txt} (Jiménez this volume)

A rc headed by a determiner is one where a determiner is the head of the rc.

Generally, one could argue that rcs with a determiner are instances of a rc

where the head nominal has been elided because it is topical, like in (79a) in

Spanish, the argument being that one could restore the noun, as in (79b), with

the only risk of the sentence becoming too informative.

(79) a. realmente esunaoportunidadmuy importante la __ [quevamosa tener]

‘It’s really an important opportunity, the one we’re going to have.’

(Lit. ‘Really is an important opportunity the (one)we’re going to have.’)

{Txt}

b. realmente es una oportunidad muy importante la oportunidad [que

vamos a tener]

‘It’s really an important opportunity, the opportunity we’re going to

have.’
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However, in Spanish there are also instances of rcs with a determiner that

do not readily stand for a specific topical noun mentioned in the previous dis-

course (whose referentmay be readily recoverable either from the discourse or

the context). Such examples appear to be instances of rcs headed by a deter-

miner, like the proverb in (80).

(80) el [que ríe el último] ríe mejor

‘The one who laughs last, laughs best.’

(Lit. ‘The (one) that laughs last, laughs best.’)

We find a similar construction in San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque in (81a). How-

ever, contrary to what happens in Spanish, in this language there is strong

evidence that the determiner serves as the head of the rc, because it can occur

internal to the rc, like in (81b), which is structurally similar to examples with a

full nominal head like (50) above, repeated here as (81c).

San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(81) a. kay mong bi ʼixtenobaʼ

kay

now

Ø=mong-wɨ

s3.i=sleep-icp.i

bi

det

[Ø=ʼix-ten-ʼoy-pa=pɨʼ]

s3.i=see-stand-ap-icp.i=rel

‘Now the one that is the sentinel fell asleep.’ {Txt} (Jiménez this vol-

ume)

b. dey bi yɨji witpaʼ piyukɨxoyyɨ

[tey

now

bi

det

yɨ=ji

prox=loc

Ø=wit-pa=pɨʼ]

s3.i=walk-icp.i=rel

Ø=piyu-kɨx-ʼoy-wɨ

s3.i=chicken-eat-ap-cp.i

‘The one that is walking about here ate chicken.’ {Txt} (Jiménez 2014:

353)

c. mari pɨnjɨnang wittɨ’ mɨ’ɨyyɨ

[Mari

M.

pɨn=jɨnang

man=com

Ø=wit-wɨ=pɨ’]

s3.i=walk-cp.i=rel

Ø=mɨ’ɨy-wɨ

s3.i=get.married-cp.i

‘The man with whom María was involved got married.’ (Jiménez this

volume)

There is a very thin line dividing rcs with a determiner in (81a) and (81b) from

light-headed rcs. The difference between the two types lies in the fact that a

light-headed rc involves a pronominal element as head. The pronominal ele-

ment in question is often a demonstrative that can also serve as a determiner

in nominal syntax (other elements such as quantifiers and numerals are also
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possible, Caponigro 2021). In a language where both constructions are found,

such as San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque, they have an almost identical distribu-

tion (except for the relativization of reason, see Jiménez this volume).

1.6.2 Free Relatives

Besides the types presented in the previous section, in a broader typological

perspective headless rcs typically involve relative pronouns. These relative

pronouns are often recruited from wh-word paradigms, reflecting the great

extent to which the syntax of relativization is tied to the syntax of focus by

way of the syntax of interrogatives.When a headless rc is introduced by a wh-

word relative pronoun, it is often referred to, in the typological literature, as a

“free relative” (see Caponigro 2021).

Across Mesoamerican languages, except for the locative, the relative pro-

noun relativization strategy is typically only found in free relatives, at least in

natural discourse. This is so to such an extent that in a language family like

Mayan, relative pronouns are typically only found in free relatives (except

again for the locative; also the Tseltalan branch allows for a relative pronoun

for humans in headed rcs); seeMateo Toledo (this volume) for a clear illustra-

tion of the phenomenon in Q’anjob’al. Free rcs are often constructed in such

a way that there is also a subordinator introducing the rc. This is illustrated in

Tseltal in (82).13

Tseltal (Mayan)

(82) ya

icp

y-ik’-otik

a3-call-po1pl

tel

dir:come+nf

[te

sub

mach’a

who

ya

icp

x-’at’ej-otik=e]

icp.intr-work-s1pl=det

‘He brings those of us that work.’ {Txt} (Polian 2013: 793)

1.6.3 Headless Relative Clauses with a Gap

Apart from free relatives, in the Mesoamerican languages it is very common

to have headless rcs with a gap. The following three languages, from different

families, illustrate instances of headless rcs introduced by a subordinator.

13 The same construction can be found in headed rcs; see Campbell (this volume) for Zen-

zontepec Chatino or Hernández-Green (2021) for Acazulco Otomi.
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Tseltal (Mayan)

(83) melel

true

yak-otik

prg-po1pl

s-nop-el

a3-learn-nf.pass

away

expl

[te

sub

ch’in

dim

alal-otik=e]

child-s1pl=det

‘Those of us who were small were learning it.’ {Txt} (Polian 2013: 792)

Sierra Popoluca (Mixe-Zoquean)

(84) nuk ’igatogoy

Ø=nuk-wi

s3=arrive-cp

[’iga

sub

Ø=tokoy-wi]

s3=loss-cp

‘The time of his death arrived.’ {Txt} (López 2021: 506)

Zenzontepec Chatino (Zapotecan)

(85) yākwá

there

tāká

exist

[nu

sub

nka-suʔū

pfv-teach

tī

top

j-nāą́ʔ]

dat-1sg

mastrū

teacher

j-nāáʔ

gen-1sg

‘There lives (the one) who taught me, my teacher.’ {Txt} (Campbell this

volume)

We also have cases of headless rcs introduced by relativizers, for example in

Sierra Popoluca (Gulf Zoquean) in (86), Ocotepec Zoque (Chiapas Zoquean)

in (87), and Matlatzinca (Otomian) in (88).

Sierra Popoluca (Mixe-Zoquean)

(86) ’oyom ’i’a’myaj kuyujyajwi’ip

’oy-wi=’am

aux.go-cp=already

’i=’a’m-yaj-wi

a3=see-3pl-cp

[Ø=kuyuj-yaj-wi=pV’]

s3=study-3pl-cp=rel

‘They already went to see those who studied.’ {Txt} (López 2021: 505)

Ocotepec Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(87) tsyɨjkyaju tsaʼbɨ

y-tsɨk-yaj-u

a3-make-pl3-cp

[Ø-tsaʼ=pɨʼ]

s3-stone=rel

‘They made what is made of stone.’ {Txt} (de la Cruz Morales 2016: 102)

Matlanzinca (Oto-Pamean)

(88) ga

prtcl

khwen

icp.s1pl

hóhya

forget

[n

rel

gu

icp.s3sg

khana

well

pax-kwentu …]

keep-talk

‘And we forget about the one who has a good command of the language

…’ {Txt} (Palancar & Carranza Martínez 2021: 168)
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These examples show that the phenomenon is found in unrelated language

families across Mesoamerica (e.g., Mayan, Mixe-Zoquean and Oto-Pamean),

but it is even found in isolates like Purepecha, as shown in (89), which is a

language that despite being spoken in the geographical and cultural area of

Mesoamerica, in many other respects does not show the typical traits of a

Mesoamerican language. This suggests that the phenomenon is widespread

and common.

Purepecha (Isolate)

(89) pero

pero

[inki

rel

cha

you

mia-Ø-Ø-kʼa],

remember-hab-non.pst-sbjv

ampe

thing

ka

and

ampe

thing

cambiar-i-s-Ø-ki?

change-pred-pfv-non.pst-inter

‘But of what you remember, what is it that you changed?’ {Txt} (Hernán-

dez Domínguez 2015: 363)

In the same fashion, we also find instances of asyndetic headless rcs. This is

illustrated in the following examples: (90) is from Q’anjobal (Mayan); (91–92)

are from two Oto-Pamean languages, Matlatzinca and Tilapa Otomi, respec-

tively. The interpretation of the role played by such headless rcs in the matrix

clause relies on common sense and knowledge of the context. In Q’anjob’al

asyndetic headless rcs can only be used as the argument of the existential pred-

icate ay. The rcs in (91) and (92a) function as the subject of their matrix clause

and in (92b) as the object. In (91a) and (92b), the subject is relativized, while in

(91b) the object is relativized, and in (92a) the possessor.

Q’anjob’al (Mayan)

(90) ay-Ø

exist-b3

[ch’-Ø-ek’-el

pot-b3-pass-dir

miman

big

b’e]

road

‘There are (those) [spirits] that cross the big road.’ {Txt} (Mateo Toledo

this volume)

Matlanzinca (Oto-Pamean)

(91) a. [me

have

n

clf

to

dim

meriu

money

__subj]subj tu

cp.3sg

táni

buy

n

clf

to

dim

pari

horse

’ix

or

n

clf

to

dim

burro

donkey

‘The one who has money buys a horse or a donkey.’ (Palancar and Car-

ranza Martínez 2021: 169)

(Lit. ‘Has money buys a horse or a donkey.’) {Txt}
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b. kuh

cp.3sg

pëki

be.a.lot

[khwén

icp.1pl.excl

pu=n

there=lk

pantí

gather

__obj]subj

‘There was a lot of what we used to gather up.’ (Palancar and Carranza

Martínez 2021: 169)

(Lit. ‘There was a lot we used to gather up.’) {Txt}

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(92) a. porke

because

kha

loc.foc

ti

pfv.irr[s3]

zo̱=’ku=wi

ss/arrive.there.as=there=du

[nkhonts’e̱

not.exist[so3]

yí

def.pl.poss3

kha̱’ni __gen]subj
person

‘Because it’s there where those who have no family end up.’ (Palancar

this volume)

(Lit. ‘… (those whose) their family doesn’t exist …’) {Txt}

b. [xpi

pfv

etxaperder __subj]obj
go.off.food[so3]

tu̱=’uny=a

pfv.irr.ven>exloc[s3]=give[o3].as=cl

‘What had gone off (i.e., the gone-off food), he’d go and give to them.’

(Palancar this volume)

(Lit. ‘… (what) has gone off …’) {Txt}

Asyndetic headless rcs like the ones in (90–92) are also found at the northern

fringes inCora,where the headless rc is introducedby the special set of subject

pronominal clitics which only occur in a subordinated clause. An example of

the construction is given in (93), with a topicalized headless rc that functions

as the object of the matrix predicate.

Cora (Uto-Aztecan)

(93) [meh

s3pl[sub]

tahkáy

yesterday

wáɁa-u-kwi:]obj
po3pl-cp-kill.po/pl

muɁu=rí

s3pl=already

wa-βáɁana

cp-bury

‘The ones who had been killed yesterday, they have already buried them.’

(Vázquez Soto 2002: 294)

(Lit. ‘They killed them they bury them.’)

Furthermore, examples from Sierra Popoluca in (84–85) and from Matlatz-

inca in (88) and (91) illustrate the fact that within one particular language we

can find different types of headless rcs with a gap. As a rule, the use of one

construction over another directly correlates with the frequency of use of the

construction as a headed rc construction.

Headless rcs with a gap—syndetic (with a general subordinator or a rela-

tivizer) or asyndetic—represent a structural type that has not been identified
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table 1.1 Corpus-based distribution of types

of rcs in Texistepec Popoluca

rc introduced by:

rel 224 83%

sub 5 2%

Asyndetic 5 2%

rel.pro 37 13%

Total 271 100%

table 1.2 Corpus-based distribution of rcs in Texistepec Popoluca (per type)

Type of rc

rc introduced by: Headed Headless Light-headed Total

rel 78 35% 122 54% 24 11% 224 100%

sub 5 100% – – 5 100%

Asyndetic 4 80% – 1 20% 5 100%

rel.pro 5 14% 27 72% 5 14% 37 100%

Total 92 34% 149 55% 30 11% 271 100%

in the typological literature. Mesoamerica is a linguistic area where headless

rcs with a gap abound. One could ask how common they are in a given lan-

guage when they are found, as one might equate typological rarity with dis-

course or systemic naturalness. However, the figures seem to suggest other-

wise.

In a corpus study of the rcs inWichmann’s (1996) texts in Texistepec Popo-

luca (Gulf Zoquean; Mixe-Zoquean), Díez Alejandre (2019) finds that rcs with

a relativizer, like the ones in (1) or (7) (which are cognate with other Zoquean

languages) are by far the most common type of rc in this language (83%). The

relevant figures are given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.2 shows the distribution of the different types of rcs (headed, head-

less and light-headed). More than half of the rcs (55%) are headless. The fig-

ures suggest that rcs that are used as arguments or adjuncts in matrix clauses

(headless rcs and light-headed rcs) are more common in the discourse than

headed ones (i.e., headed rcs account for only 34% of the corpus).
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table 1.3 Corpus-based distribution of rcs in Texistepec Popoluca (per function)

Type of rc

rc introduced by: Headed Headless Light-headed Total

rel 78 85% 122 82% 24 80% 224 83%

sub 5 5% – 0% – 0% 5 2%

Asyndetic 4 5% – 0% 1 3% 5 2%

rel.pro 5 5% 27 18% 5 17% 37 13%

Total 92 100% 149 100% 30 100% 271 100%

What is striking is the fact that headless rcs with a relativizer account for

82% of all headless rcs in the sample (with regard to free relatives), as indi-

cated in Table 1.3. Even if the 30 light-headed rcs are taken into account, head-

less rcs with a relativizer would still amount to 68% of all rcs that function

as arguments or adjuncts inmatrix clauses. This means that a headless rc with

a gap is far from being a structural oddity in the syntax of Texistepec Popoluca,

but the most canonical headless rc structure in the minds of its speakers. We

anticipate similar results in other Mesoamerican languages with comparable

rc structures.

The picture we obtain for headless rcs in Mesoamerica drastically changes

again when we consider language families at the outer borders of Mesoamer-

ica, both to the north and to the south. In languages from such areas, headless

rcs are encoded as nominalizations. This can be seen in (94) from Yaqui (Uto-

Aztecan), a language from northern Mexico. Both examples in (94) illustrate

relativization of an object, like in (2b) above, where the predicate of the rc

must be marked by the nominalizer -’u, while the notional subject in the rc

is case-marked as genitive. In example (94a), the nominalized rc is embed-

ded in a dp headed by the determiner u, whereas in (94b) it is an np. In

(94a), the rc functions as the subject of the matrix clause and in (94b) as the

object.

Yaqui (Uto-Aztecan)

(94) a. u

det

[itom

gen1pl

nu’upa-ka-’u obj]subj
bring-pfv-o.rel

kaa

neg

jaleki

enough

‘What we brought is not enough.’ (Álvarez González 2012: 86)
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b. [in

gen1sg

yaa-bae-’uobj]obj
do-des-o.rel

ne

nom1sg

kopta-k

forget-pfv

‘I forgot what I was going to do.’ (Álvarez González 2012: 86)

Nominalized headless rcs are also found to the south of Mesoamerica, as

seen in (95) from Pesh (Chibchan), a language from Honduras, where the rc

(although internally finite) is case-marked with the role it plays in the matrix

clause.

Pesh (Chibchan)

(95) a. kàpáʃkúmà tàyèʔí

[kapaʃ-k-Ø-wa=masubj]subj
speak-k-s3sg-prs=nom

ta-yeʔ=i

poss1-small=cop.prs.s3sg

‘The one who is speaking is my daughter.’ {Txt} (Chamoreau 2021: 541)

b. ɲɛ̃ ̃h̄erìrà kàrɲāwĩ ̀

[Ø-yẽh-er-i=raobj]obj
o3sg-say-s3pl-pst=acc

Ø-ka-er-i=na=wĩ

o3sg-make-s3pl-pst=rep=long_ago

‘It’s being said that, long ago, theymadewhat they said.’ {Txt} (Chamo-

reau 2021: 542)

1.6.4 Headless Relative Clauses in Clefts

We have shown that headless rcs function as arguments or adjuncts in matrix

clauses. As part of that general function, headless rcs may also serve as com-

plements of copular predicates in cleft constructions of the types shown in

(96a) and (96b). Clefts are specialized focus structures that are biclausal by def-

inition. They consist of a matrix clause (i.e., a specificational copular construc-

tion with a copular predicate, its subject phrase and its complement phrase)

and a type of subordinate clause that encodes the background information in

the cleft, and which is taken to be a headless rc at least from the typological

perspective (see Drubig and Schaffer 2001).14

(96) a. It’s Mary [who saw the cat] It-cleft

b. [Who saw the cat] was Mary Pseudo-cleft

14 Such a view stems from Schachter (1973) and is continued in the pragmatic-syntactic

approach in Lambrecht (2001).
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The syntax of cleft constructions in the languages of Mesoamerica remains a

largely understudied area.What we know so far seems to point in the direction

of the canonical cleft in a Mesoamerican language having headless rcs with

a gap. Two clear examples of clefts are given in the question-answer couplet

in (97) from Ocotepec Zoque which instantiate the type of headless rc in (86)

with a relativizer. Another example is (98) fromTseltal with a headless rc with

a subordinator like the one in (83).

Ocotepec Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(97) a. tiyandeke nɨ mnhgä’subɨ’

tiyɨ=ʼan=te=ke

what=already=cop=then

[nɨ

prg

m-kä’s-u=pɨʼ]

a2-eat-cp=rel

‘What is it then that you’re eating?’ (Ramírez Muñoz forthcoming)

(Lit. ‘What is then that you’re eating?’) {Txt}

b. juʼwiʼte nɨ nhgäʼsubɨʼ

ju’wi=’t=te

charcoal=erg1=cop

[nɨ

prg

n-kä’s-u=pɨʼ]

a1-eat-cp=rel

‘It’s charcoal what I’m eating.’ (Ramírez Muñoz forthcoming)

(Lit. ‘Charcoal is that I’m eating.’) {Txt}

Tseltal (Mayan)

(98) pero

but

ja’

cop15

te

det

kaxlan

non_indigenous

[te

sub

ya

icp

s-kuy

a3-believe

ta

p

tsa’-tuluk’

poo-turkey

ts’in

so

bi]

pnt

‘But it was the non-indigenous man who believed that it was turkey poo.’

{Txt} (Polian 2017)

Using the focus function of cleft constructions, speakers may manipulate the

construction and convert it into a monoclausal focus structure (Zavala Mal-

donado 2017b). When this happens, the copula in the cleft is reanalyzed as a

focus marker, and the structure no longer requires a headless rc. The contrast

between the two focus structures is given in (99) fromOcotepec Zoque. Exam-

ple (99a) is the monoclausal focus construction; example (99b) is a cleft. The

two examples come from the same text, where one follows the other in the

15 Polian (2017) glosses ja’ as a focus particle.
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discourse, suggesting that speakers use both focus constructions at will to con-

vey the same meaning with an equivalent pragmatic force.

Ocotepec Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean)

(99) a. takujsti’unhnde pyɨjkyaju

takus=ti=’unh=te

walking.stick=just=rep=foc

y-pɨk-yaj-u

a3-grab-pl3-cp

‘They say they just grabbed a walking stick.’ {Txt} (Ramírez Muñoz

forthcoming)

b. te’nade pyɨjkyajubɨ’

te’=na=te

dempro=only=cop

[y-pɨk-yaj-u=pɨ’]

a3-grab-pl3-cp=rel

‘It was only that what they grabbed.’ {Txt} (Ramírez Muñoz forthcom-

ing)

The string in (99a) pyäjkyaju ‘they grabbed’ is clearly not a headless rc in

Ocotepec Zoque, because the language does not have asyndetic rcs. In this

sense, the two focus constructions in (99) are formally very distinct. However,

clefts become more difficult to spot in languages with asyndetic headless rcs.

This is shown in Tilapa Otomi in (100), where the string grá ndegwi ‘(what)

you (pl) want’ that encodes the background in this construction looks like the

string pyäjkyaju ‘they grabbed’ in (99a), that is, to the naked eye it does not look

like a headless rc.16

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(100) kẹyn=ts’e=̱a=ʼa

cop.as=just=cl=3sgpro

[grá

ipfv.s2

nde=gwi]≈ʼa?

want=[s]pl≈3sgpro
‘Is it just that what you (pl) want?’ {Txt} (Palancar 2018: 119)

However, the construction in (100) is a cleft containing the same type of asyn-

detic headless rc we find in examples like (92) above. Further proof of the rc

status of (100) is given in the examples in (101). Example (101a) shows that in

16 The subject of the copula in examples (100–101) is pronominal and it is realized by a

pronominal enclitic associated with and hosted on the copular predicate. In canonical

instances of the copular construction like these, there is a copy of that pronominal at the

right edge of thematrix clause. That clitic is phonologically hosted on the last word of the

clause, but it is not morphosyntactically associated with its phonological host, hence the

use of the special symbol ≈ (see Palancar this volume).
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clefts, just like in other types of matrix clauses, locative headless rcs have to be

introduced by a relative pronoun. In turn, example (101b) shows that the predi-

cate of a headless rc exhibiting relativization of an instrumentmust also carry

a special inflection (see Palancar (this volume) for more details).

Tilapa Otomi (Oto-Pamean)

(101) a. ken=gwa

cop.as=here

[’abwu̱

where

tú̱

pfv.s1

m-pe=̱’mbe]≈gwa

ap-work.as=pl.excl≈here

‘It’s here where we worked.’ {Txt} (Palancar 2018: 120)

b. para

purp

kẹh=a=ya

cop.as=cl=dem.plpro

[giti

pfv.adv.s2

hpendy=a]≈ya

wash.clothes[o3].as=cl≈dem.plpro
‘So that it’s these things you’ll wash itwith.’ {Txt} (Palancar 2018: 122)

1.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have outlined what constitutes the canonical profile of

rc structure in Mesoamerican languages. We have shown that the typical

Mesoamerican rc is a morphosyntactic finite rc with a gap. When the rela-

tivized position is that of a locative, a relative pronoun is used; this pattern

extends beyond Mesoamerica. In our proposal, we have so far identified three

structural traits that we take to be Mesoamerican: (i) rcs introduced by deter-

miners which agree in deixis with the dp in which the domain nominal is

embedded of the headed rc; (ii) the so-called ‘pied-piping with inversion’,

introduced by Smith-Stark (1988) for interrogatives, that has percolated into

rc structure; and (iii) headless rcs with a gap. To our knowledge, our study is

the first typological overview of rc structure in Mesoamerican languages and

was only made possible thanks to a number of recent high-quality studies in

individual languages. This is just the beginning of our quest for a deeper under-

standing of this fascinating area of the syntax of the indigenous languages of

Mexico andCentral America.Much remains to be done, and so our hope is that

others will follow.
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